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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Introduction 

The Generic Letter 81-12 Response is divided into two sections: 

Attachment A: This section provides the information requested in Attachment 
1 of Enclosure 2, Clarification of Generic Letter 81-12, 
dated May 10, 1982.  

Attachment B: This section provides the information requested in Attachment 
2 of Enclosure 2, of Clarification of Generic Letter 81-12, 
dated May 10, 1982.  

The information in the attachments is based on the material included in the 
following enclosures to this response.  

Enclosure 1: San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1, 1OCFR50 
Appendix R Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, Revision 0.  

Enclosure 2: San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1, Design 
Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 
Revision 0.  

Enclosure 3 to this response provides the requests for exemption to certain 
sections of 1OCFR50 Appendix R for those fire area/zones where a level of 
protection equivalent to the technical requirements of Appendix R has Deen 
provided.  

Enclosure 1 provides a detailed description of the methodolgy used to perform 
the evaluation of compliance to 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section III.G.  
Clarification and definition of the terms used in this response may be found 
in Enclosure 1 and in the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Units 1, 2, 
and 3 Updated Fire Hazards Analysis, Revision 1.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Question 

Identify those areas of the plant that will not meet the requirements of 
Section III.G.2 of Appendix R, and thus alternative shutdown will De 

provided or an exemption from the requirements of Section III.G.2 of 
Appendix R will be provided. Additionally provide a statement that all 
other areas of the plant are or will be in compliance with Section 
III.G.2 of Appendix R.  

Response: 

Table 1 is a listing of the fire areas/zones within San Onofre Nuclear 
Generating Station Unit 1. The listing details which of the fire 
areas/zones credit the use of normal safe shutdown systems in the event 
of fire, which of the firea areas/zones credit the use of alternate or 
dedicated shutdown equipment, and those fire areas/zones for which an 
exemption from the requirements of Appendix R will be provided.  
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Table 1 

Summary of Fire Area/Zones 

Alternate/Dedicated Appendix R 

Fire Area/Zone Description Shutdown Equipment Required Exemption Required 

Containment 

1-CO-(-10)-l Containment Use dedicated shutdown system Section III.G.3 

Auxiliary Building 

1-AB-(-3)-2A Peactor Auxiliary Use safety injection system Section III.G.3 

Building Lower Level for alternate shutdown 

1-AB-20-2C Solid Waste Balng Room None None 

1-AB-20-2D Waste Gas Cryogenic None None 
Treatment Room 

1-AB-20-2F High Level Solid Pone None 
Waste Storage 

1-AB-20-2G Resin Slurry Tank Room None None 

1-AB-20-2H Protective Clothing None None 
Storage 

1-AB-20-21 Boron Concentration None None 
Measuring Room 

1-AB-20-2L Decontamination Room None None 

1-AB-20-2N Reactor Coolant Filter Local operator action (1) Section III.G.3 
Enclosures 

(1) - Operator action may be required to locally operate a valve or pump 
due to potential damage to circuits in this fire area/zone.  
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Table 1 

Summary of Fire Area/Zones 

Alternate/Dedicated Appendix R 
Fire Area/Zone Description Shutdown Equipment Required Exemption Required 

Auxiliary Building, cont.  

1-AB-30-2P Boric Acid Mixing Room None None 

1-AB-20-3 Volume Control Tank Room None None 

1-AB-11-34 Pipe Tunnel Local operator action(1 ) Section III.G.3 

1-AB-14-35 North Pipe Tunnel None None 

Yard Area 

1-YD-20-4A East Penetration Area Use dedicated shutdown system Section III.G.3 

1-YD-20-40 West Penetration Area Use dedicated shutdown system Section III.G.3 

1-YD-20-4C Doghouse Local operator action(l) Section III.G.3 

1-YD-14-4D Yard Area Use auxiliary feedwater pump Section III.G.3 
G-10 for single phase cooldown 

1-YD-(-7)-4E Circulating Water Pump Use auxiliary saltwater cooling Section III.G.3 
Well pump G-13C 

1-YD-14-4F Condensate Storage Tank Local operator action(1 ) Section III.G.3 
Area 

1-YD-7-27 Pass Process Compartment None None 

1-YD-7-28 Pass Control Compartment None None 

(1) - Operator action may be required to locally operate a valve or pump 
due to potential damage to circuits in this fire area/zone.  
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Table 1 

Summary of Fire Area/7ones 

Alternate/Dedicated Appendix R 
Fire Area/Zone Description Shutdown Equipment Required Exemption Reouired 

Fuel Handling Puilding 

I-FH-2-5 Spent Fuel Storage Room None None 

1-FH-42-6 New Fuel Storage Poom Pone None 

1-FH-14-7 480V Switchgear Poom Local operator action( 1 ) None 

Turbine Buildina 

1-TB-8-9A Turbine Building Ground Use dedicated shutdown system Section III.G.3 
Floor 

1-TB-35-S0 Turbine Deck Use alternate or dedicated Section III.G.3 
shutdown panel instrumentation 

1-TB-7-9C AFW Pipe Trench and Storage None None 
Tank 

1-TB-20-9D Main Transformer Area Local operator action(l) Section III.G.3 

1-TB-14-9E Ramp None None 

1-TB-14-10 Lube oil Storage Shed None None 

(1) - Operator action may be required to locally operate a valve or pump 
due to potential damage to circuits in this fire area/zone.  
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Table 1 

Summary of Fire Area/Zones 

Alternate/Dedicated Appendix P 
Fire Area/Zone Description Shutdown Equipment Required Fxemption Required 

Power Block 

1-PB-14-8 4160V Switchgear Room Use dedicated shutdown system None 

1-PB-20-11A Health Physics and Locker Local operator action(1 ) Section III.G.3 
Room 

1-PB-32-11B HVAC Equipment Room Pone None 

1-PB-30-11C Counting Poom None None 

1-PB-30-11D Corunications Poom Pone None 

1-PB-30-11E Radioactive Material None None 
Storage Poom 

1-PP-20-12 Offices-First Floor Local operator action(1 ) Section III.G.3 

1-PS-20-13A PC Switchgear Room Local operator action(1 ) Section III.G.3 

1-PP-20-13B Battery Room No. 1 None None 

1-PP-29-13C Pattery Room Attic Local operator action(1 ) Section III.G.3 

1-PB-32-14 Instrument Shop-Second None None 
Floor 

1-PB-35-15 TSC HVAC Room None None 

1-PS-42-16 Control Room Complex Use dedicated shutdown system Section III.G.3 

(1) - Operator action may be required to locally operate a valve or pump 
due to potential damage to circuits in this fire area/zone.  
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Table 1 

Summary of Fire Area/Zones 

Alternate/Dedicated Appendix R 

Fire Area/Zone Description Shutdown Equipment Required Exemption Required 

Power Block, cont.  

1-PB-14-25 West Cable Shaft Local operator action(l) Section III.G.3 

1-PB-14-26 East Cable Shaft None None 

1-PB-20-29 North Stairwell None None 

1-PB-42-30A Chemical Control None None 
Laboratory 

1-PB-42-30B Radiochemical Laboratory None None 

1-PB-42-31A Instrument Repair Room None None 

1-PB-20-31B Stairwell/Locker Room None None 

1-PB-56-33 Power Block Roof Use alternate or dedicated Section III.G.3 
shutdown panel instrumentation 

Diesel Generator Bldg.  

1-DG-20-17A North Diesel Generator Room None None 

1-DG-20-17B Battery Room No. 2 None None 

1-DG-20-18 South Diesel Genrator Room None None 

(1) - Operator action may be required to locally operate a valve or pump 
due to potential damage to circuits in this fire area/zone.  
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Table 1 

Summary of Fire Area/Zones 

Alternate/Dedicated Appendix R 

Fire Area/Zone Description Shutdown Equipment Required Exemption Lequired 

Diesel Generator Bldg., cont.  

1-DG-13-19 North Diesel Fuel None None 
Transfer Room 

1-DG-30-20 South Diesel Fuel Transfer None None 
Room 

1-DG-20-21 North Water-Air Heat None None 
Transfer Room 

1-DG-20-22 South Water-Air Heat None None 
Exchanger Area 

1-DG-2-32 Diesel Area Sump None None 

Ventilation Equipment Bldg.  

1-VN-20-24 Ventilation Equipment None None 
Room 
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

question 

For each of those fire areas of the plant requiring alternative Shutdown 

system(s), provide a complete set of responses to the following requests 

(a - j) for each fire area: 

Response 

A complete set of responses is provided for each of the following fire 
areas/zones listed below where the use of alternative or dedicated 
shutdown equipment is credited: 

1. Containment - 1-CO-(-10)-l 

2. Reactor Auxiliary Building Lower Level - 1-AB-(-3)-2A 

3. East Penetration Area - 1-YD-20-4A 

4. West Penetration Area - 1-YO-20-48 

5. Yard Area - 1-YD-14-40 

6. Circulating Water Pump Well - 1-YO-(-7)-4E 

7. Turbine Building Ground Floor - 1-TB-8-9A 

8. Turbine Deck - 1-TB-35-98 

9. 4160V Switchgear Room - 1-PB-14-8 

10. Control Room Complex - 1-PB-42-16 

11. Power Block Roof - 1-PB-56-33 

The following fire area/zones are considered alternate shutdown due to the 

local operator actions which may be required as a result of a fire in this 

area/zone. A set of responses to requests a-j are not provided for these 

areas/zones. The basis for the acceptability of these operator actions is 
provided in the Enclosure 3, page 29, General Exemption 1.  

1. Reactor Coolant Filter Enclosures - 1-AB-20-2N 

2. Pipe Tunnel - 1-AB-11-34 

3. Doghouse - 1-YD-20-4C 

4. Condensate Storage Tank Area - 1-YD-14-4F 

5. Main Transformer Area - 1-Tb-20-90 
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

6. Health Physics.and Locker Room - 1-PB-20-11A 

7. Offices-First Floor - 1-PB-20-12 

8. DC Switchgear Room - I-PB-20-13A 

9. Battery Room Attic - 1-PB-29-13C 

10. West Cable Shaft - 1-PB-14-25 
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Containment - Fire Area/Zone l-CO-(-10)-l 

l.a. Question: 

List the system(s) or portions thereof used to provide the snutdown 

capability with the loss of offsite power.  

Response: 

Containment contains the following portions of systems used to achieve 

hot standby or cold shutdown with the loss of offsite power: 

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 

- Primary loops 
- Steam Generators 
- Pressurizer 
- Pressurizer heaters 
- PORVs and associated DloCK valves 
- Primary system temperature instrumentation 
- Pressurizer pressure instrumentation 
- Pressurizer level instrumentation 
- Source range monitors 
- Associated power, control and instrumentation caoling 

Cnemical and Volume Control (CVCS) 

- Charging Loop A control valve 
- RCP seal water return control valves 
- RCP seal flow pressure transmitters 
- RCP seal supply filters 
- Associated control and instrumentation caoling 

Main Steam System (MSS) 

- Steam generator level transmitters 
- Associated instrumentation cabling 

Component Cooling Water (CCW) 

- Thermal barrier pump 
- Thermal barrier outlet valves 
- Associated power and control cabling 

Containment Ventilation System (CVS) 

- Reactor cavity cooling fans 
- Fan discharge control dampers 
- Associated power and control cabling 
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Containment - Fire Area/Zone 1-CO-(-10)-l 

Residual Heat Removal System (RHR) 

- Residual heat removal pumps 
- Residual heat removal heat exchangers 
- RHR inlet isolation valves 
- RHR discharge isolation valves 
- RHR heat exchangers isolation valves 
- RHR flow control valve 
- RHR inlet and discharge temperature transmitters 
- Associated power, control and instrumentation cabling 

The following portions of the dedicated shutdown systems are located 
within Containment: 

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 

- Primary system temperature transmitters 
- Pressurizer pressure instrumentation 
- Pressurizer level instrumentation 
- Cabling for the following components 

* primary system temperature transmitters 
* pressurizer pressure transmitters 
* pressurizer level transmitters 

Main Steam System (MSS) 

- Steam generator level transmitters 
- Cabling for the following components 

* steam generator level transmitters 

Cables for the dedicated shutdown system operation of pressurizer heater 
group D and solenoid operators for the operation of the PORVs and blOCK 
valves from the dedicated shutdown panel will also be located inside 
containment.  

Detailed information on the components and circuits located within tne 
fire area/zone is contained in Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section 
III.G Compliance Evaluation.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

O Containment - Fire Area/Zone 1-C-(-10)-l 

l.b. Question: 

For those systems identified in "a" for which alternative or dedicated 
shutdown capability must be provided, list the equipment and components 
of the normal shutdown system in the fire area and identify the 
functions of the circuits of the normal snutdown system in the fire area 
(power to what equipment, control of what components and 
instrumentation). Descrioe the system(s) or portions thereof used to 
provide the alternative shutdown capability for the fire area and 
provide a table that lists the equipment and components of the 
alternative shutdown system for the fire area. For each alternative 
system, identify the function of the new circuits Deing provided.  
Identify the location (fire zone) of the alternative snutdown equipment 
and/or circuits that bypass the fire area and verify that the 
alternative shutdown equipment and/or circuits are separated from the 
fire area in accordance with Section III.G.2.  

Response: 

Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 
provides the required information on the function and location of the 
components and circuits of the normal shutdown systems, and identifies 
the portions of the dedicated shutdown system credited for a fire in 
this fire area/zone.  

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 
provides a general description of the dedicated shutdown system. The 
design description includes the schematic flow diagrams, the electrical 
one line diagram, and the electrical block diagram which detail the 
operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  

Cables for components needed for the dedicated shutdown system are 
routed in new conduit within containment using one hour rated cable.  
The dedicated shutdown sytem cables enter containment via a dedicated 
penetration. A radiant heat shield is provided to protect the dedicated 
penetration against a fire from the adjacent penetrations.  

The cables for dedicated shutdown system operation of pressurizer heater 

gorup D, and the instruments which provide indication of steam generator 
level and primary system temperature at the dedicated shutdown panel, 
are not independent of the fire area/zone. An exemption will be 
requested to Section III.G.3 which requires.that alternative or 
dedicated shutdown equipment De independent of the fire area of concern, 
and that full area fire detection and suppression be provided in the 
fire area.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Containment - Fire Area/Zone 1-CO-(-10)-l 

1.c. Question: 

Provide drawings of the alternative shutdown system(s) which highlight 

any connections to the normal shutdown systems (P&IDs for piping and 
components, elementary wiring diagrams of electrical cabling). Show the 

electrical location of all breakers for power cables, and isolation 
devices for control and instrumentation circuits for the alternative 
shutdown systems for that fire area.  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 

provides schematic flow diagrams which highlight the connections of the 
dedicated shutdown system to the normal shutdown systems. The design 
description also includes the~electrical one line and electrical block 

diagrams for the dedicated shutdown system, which show the isolation 
devices for the dedicated shutdown system operation of components which 

are also powered from the normal power sources. Breaker locations are 

not detailed as the normal power sources for the site are deenergized 
prior to the initiation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Containment - Fire Area/Zone 1-CO-(-10)-1 

1.d. Question: 

Verify that changes to safety systems will not degrade safety systems 

(e.g., new isolation switches and control switches should meet design 
criteria and standards in the FSAR for electrical equipment in the 

system that the switch is to be installed; cabinets that the 
switches 

are to be mounted in should also meet the same criteria (FSAR) as other 

safety-related cabinets and panels; to avoid inadvertent isolation from 

the Control Room, the isolation switches should De keylocked or alarmed 

in the Control Room if in the "local" or "isolated" position; periodic 

checks should be made to verify that the switch is in the proper 

position for normal operation; and a single transfer switch or other new 

device should not oe a source of a failure which causes loss of 

redundant safety systems).  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 

provides the detailed information on the design of the dedicated 

shutdown system. The dedicated shutdown system design criteria require 

that all changes to existing systems oe incorporated using devices fo 

equal design and standards, and that isolation devices be padlocKed 
to 

avoid inadvertent isolation of normally operating systems and/or 

facilities.  

The dedicated shutdown design criteria also require that no iundividual 

transfer switch or other dedicated shutdown system device will 

compromise the redundancy of existing safety systems. The following 
components interface directly with existing normal shutdown systems and 

are isolated via a transfer switch or a comDination starter/Dreaker.  

Component Isolation Device 

Charging pump G-8A Transfer switch A-451 

Charging pump lube oil fan Transfer switch 8-31 

Pressurizer heater group D Transfer switch B-32 

MCC 2A with SIS/LOP control Combination starter/breaKer 

MCC 8-30 Manual transfer switch 

Administrative procedures will be established for the surveillance of 

the dedicated shutdown system components.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Containment - Fire Area/Zone 1-CO-(-10)-1 

I.e. Question: 

Verify that licensee procedures have been or will be developed which 
describe the tasks to be performed to effect the shutdown method.  
Provide a summary of these procedures outlining operator actions.  

Response: 

Southern California Edison will develop those procedures necessary to 
insure proper operation, maintenance, surveillance, and periodic testing 
of the dedicated shutdown systen and components.  

At the time of this submittal, specific procedure changes have not been 
developed; however, a summary of the dedicated shutdown system procedure 
will be forwarded for review when available.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Containment - Fire Area/Zone 1-CO-(-10)-1 

1.f. Question: 

Verify that the manpower required to perform the shutdown functions 

using the procedures of Item e as well as to provide fire brigade 
members to fight the fire is available as required by the fire brigade 
Technical Specifications.  

Response: 

Shutdown Functions 

A time and manpower study is currently being performed to assess the 

manpower requirements for operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
Dedicated shutdown system procedures and detailed engineering for the 
dedicated safe shutdown system have not been finalized at the time of 
this submittal. The time and manpower study results will be forwarded 
upon finalizing the procedure, or at approximately 80% completion of 
the dedicated shutdown system engineering.  

Fire Department 

The Fire Department consists of professionally-trained, full-time 
personnel whose primary responsibility is fighting fires at San Onofre.  
The Fire Department is made up of a minimum of five on-duty Emergency 
Service Officers per shift. In addition, the Emergency Service Officers 
are certified oy the Sate of California as fire fighters. Each Fire 

Department shift consists of one Captain, one Apparatus Engineer, and 
three Fire Fighters. The Supervisor of Fire Protection Services 
functions as the Fire Department Chief and his authority is passed on to 

the Assistant Chief or the on-shift Captain, in the event of his 

absence. During all fire emergencies the control room will respond with 

an Operator to coordinate with the Fire Department Chief and act as a 
technical advisor.  

Mutual Aid Agreement 

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station is situated on an 84-acre site 

on the Pacific Coast, about 2.5 miles south of the Orange/San Diego 
County Line. The site is on the U.S. Marine Corps Base at Camp 
Pendleton. Although the station is designed to be self-sufficient with 

respect to fire fighting activities, a mutual fire fighting assistance 

agreement has been executed with the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base.  

Communications with the Camp Pendleton Fire Department is provided by 
redundant and diverse communications systems.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Containment - Fire Area/Zone 1-CO-(-10)-1 

l.g. Question: 

Provide a commitment to perform adequate acceptance tests of the 
alternative shutdown capability. These tests should verify that: 

equipment operates from the local control station when the transfer or 
isolation switch is placed in the "local" position and that the 

equipment cannot be operated from the Control Room; and that equipment 
operates from the Control Room but cannot be operated at the local 
control station wnen the transfer isolation switch is in the "remote" 
position.  

Response: 

Acceptance tests will be conducted to insure the dedicated shutdown 

system is properly isolated and local control is properly estaDlished.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Containment - Fire Area/Zone 1-CO-(-10)-l 

l.h. Question: 

Provide Technical Specifications of the surveillance requirements and 
limiting conditions for operation for that equipment not already covered 
by existing Technical Specifications. For example, if new isolation ana 
control switches are added to a shutdown system, the existing Technical 
Specification surveillance requirements should be supplemented to verify 
system/equipment functions from the alternate shutdown station at 
testing intervals consistent with the guidelines' of Regulatory Guide 
1.22 and IEEE 338. Credit may be taken for other existing tests using 
group overlap test concepts.  

Response: 

Technical Specifications will be developed for the equipment associated 
with the Dedicated Shutdown System. These Technical Specifications 
will be forwarded as a License Amendment application as soon as available.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER .81-12 RESPONSE 

Containment - Fire Area/Zone 1-CO-(-10)-1 

1.i. Question: 

For new equipment comprising the alternative snutdown capability, verify 
that the systems available are adequate to perform the necessary 
shutdown function. The functions required should be based on previous 

analyses, if possible (e.g., in the FSAR), such as a loss of normal AC 

power or shutdown on Group 1 isolation (BWR). The equipment required 
for the alternative capability should be the same or equivalent to that 
relied on in the above analysis.  

Response: 

In the design of the dedicated shutdown system, the expected performance 

objectives of the existing shutdown equipment and the new dedicated 
shutdown equipment were analyzed and changes made to the design where 
neeeded to meet the performance objectives. Bases on this analysis, the 
dedicated shutdown system incorporates the following capabilities: 

- Cold shutdown can be achieved and maintained using the steam 
generators for single phase cooldown.  

- Remote shutdown capability 

- Independently powered instruments and controls 

The conceptual design for the dedicated shutdown system was submitted to 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on April 24, 1984. Revision 1 to the 
conceptual design was submitted on May 21, 1985 in response to NRC 
questions.  

Enclosure 2 provides the current design description for the dedicated 
shutdown system.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

. Containment, Fire Area/Zone 1-CO-(-10)-l 

l.j. Question: 

Verify that repair procedures for cold shutdown systems are developed 
and material for repairs is maintained onsite. Provide a summary of 
these procedures and a list of the material needed for repairs.  

Response: 

Repair procedures will be developed for: 

* Replenishing the dedicated shutdown system fuel oil supply from 
the existing diesel generator fuel oil storage tanKS using a 
transfer pump and portaDle hoses.  

* Providing additional compressed air or nitrogen for the operation 
of instruments and air operated valves, using a portaole air 
compressor or additional nitrogen supplies located onsite.  

These repairs will be required to proceed from hot shutdown to cold 
shutdown. Approximately 12 hours are required to achieve hot shutdown.  
The available supplies of fuel oil for the dedicated diesel generator is 
sufficient for approximately 17 hours of operation. The available 

supply of nitrogen is sufficient for approximately 20 hours of operation.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

. Reactor Auxiliary Building Lower Level - Fire Area/Zone 1-AB-(-3)-2A 

2.a. Question: 

List the system(s) or portions thereof used to provide the shutdown 

capability with the loss of offsite power.  

Response: 

The Reactor Auxiliary Building Lower Level contains the following portions 

of systems used to achieve hot standby or cold shutdown with the loss of 

offsite power: 

Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) 

- Charging pumps and support equipment 
- RWST charging flow isolation valves 
- Associated power and control cabling 

Essential Electrical Systems 

- 480V MCC 2A 
- Associated power cabling 

Detailed information on the components and circuits located within tne 

fire area/zone is contained in Enclosure 1, 10CFR50 Appendix R, Section 

III.G Compliance Evaluation.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Reactor Auxiliary Building Lower Level - Fire Area/Zone 1-AB-(-3)-2A 

2.b. Question: 

For those systems identified in "a" for which alternative or dedicated 
shutdown capability must be provided, list the equipment and components 
of the normal shutdown system in the fire area and identify the 
functions of the circuits of the normal shutdown system in the fire area 

(power to what equipment, control of what components and 
instrumentation). Describe the system(s) or portions thereof used to 
provide the alternative shutdown capability for the fire area and 

provide a table that lists tne equipment and components of the 
alternative shutdown system for the fire area. For each alternative 

system, identify the function of the new circuits being provided.  
Identify the location (fire zone) of the alternative shutdown equipment 
and/or circuits that bypass the fire area and verify that the 
alternative shutdown equipment and/or circuits are separated from the 

fire area in accordance with Section III.G.2.  

Response: 

Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, III.G Compliance Evaluation, provides 

the required information on the function and location of the components 
and circuits of the normal shutdown systems. Enclosure 1 also provides 
the location of components and circuits of the alternate shutdown system.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Reactor Auxiliary Building Lower Level - Fire Area/Zone 1-AB-(-3)-2A 

2.c. Question: 

Provide drawings of the alternative snutdown system(s) which highlight 
any connections to the normal shutdown systems (P&I~s for piping and 
components, elementary wiring diagrams of electrical caoling). Show tne 
electrical location of all breakers for power caDles, and isolation 
devices for control and instrumentation circuits for the alternative 
shutdown systems for that fire area.  

Response: 

The safety injection system, used as an alternative system to the 

charging system for a fire in this fire area/zone is shown on station 

piping and instrumentation diagrams 5178115, 5178110, and 5178120.  
There are no electrical interlocks between the charging and safety 
injection systems. Enclosure 1 provides the location and cable routing 
for the safety injection system components.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

. Reactor Auxiliary Building Lower Level, Fire Area/Zone 1-AB-(-3)-2A 

2.d. Question: 

Verify that changes to safety systems will not degrade safety systems 
(e.g., new isolation switches and control switches should meet design 
criteria and standards in the FSAR for electrical equipment in the system 
that the switcn is to be installed; cabinets that the switches are to De 
mounted in should also meet the same criteria (FSAR) as other 
safety-related cabinets and panels; to avoid inadvertent isolation from 
the Control Room, the isolation switches snould be Keylocked or alarmed 
in the Control Room if in the "local" or "isolated" position; periodic 
checks should be made to verify that tne switch is in the proper position 
for normal operation; and a single transfer switch or other new device 
should not be a source of a failure which causes loss of redundant safety 
systems).  

Response: 

The use of the safety injection system as an alternative to the charging 
system does not require any changes or modifications to safety systems.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENRATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Reactor Auxiliary Building Lower Level - Fire Area/Zone I-AB-(-3)-2A 

2.e. Question: 

Verify that licensee procedures have been or will be developed wnich 

describe the tasks to be performed to effect the shutdown method.  

Provide a summary of these procedures outlining operator actions.  

Response: 

Southern California Edison will develop procedures for the use of the 
safety injection system as an alternative to the charging system.  

At the time of this submittal, these procedures have not been developed; 
however a summary of the new procedures will be forwarded for review 
when available.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Reactor Auxiliary Building Lower Level - Fire Area/Zone 1-AB-(-3)-2A 

2.f. Question: 

Verify that the manpower required to perform the shutdown functions 
using the procedures of Item e as well as to provide fire brigade 
members to fight the fire is available as required by the fire Drigade 
Technical Specifications.  

Response: 

Shutdown Functions 

A time and manpower study is currently being performed to assess the 
manpower requirements for a fire in this fire area/zone. Procedures for 
the use of the safety injection system as an alternate to the cnarging 
system have not yet been developed. The time and manpower study results 
will be forwarded upon finalizing the procedure.  

Fire Department 

The Fire Department consists of professionally-trained, full-time 
personnel whose primary responsibility is fighting fires at San Onofre.  
The Fire Department is made up of a minimum of five on-duty Emergency 
Service Officers per shift. In addition, the Emergency Service Officers 
are certified by the Sate of California as fire fighters. Each Fire 
Department shift consists of one Captain, one Apparatus Engineer, and 
three Fire Fighters. The Supervisor of Fire Protection Services 
functions as the Fire Department Chief and his authority is passed on to 
the Assistant Chief or the on-shift Captain, in the event of his 
absence. During all fire emergencies the control room will respond with 
an Operator to coordinate with the Fire Department Chief and act as a 
technical advisor.  

Mutual Aid Agreement 

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station is situated on an 84-acre site 
on the Pacific Coast, about 2.5 miles south of the Orange/San Diego 
County Line. The site is on the U.S. Marine Corps Base at Camp 
Pendleton. Although the station is designed to be self-sufficient with 
respect to fire fighting activities, a mutual fire fighting assistance 
agreement has been executed with the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps base.' 

Communications with the Camp Pendleton Fire Department is provided by 
redundant and diverse communications systems.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Reactor Auxiliary Building Lower Level - Fire Area/Zone 1-AB-(-3)-2A 

2.g. Question: 

Provide a commitment to perform adequate acceptance tests of the 
alternative shutdown capability. These tests should verify that: 
equipment operates from the local control station when the transfer or 
isolation switch .is placed in the "local" position and that the 
equipment cannot be operated from the Control Room; and that equipment 
operates from the Control Room but cannot De operated at the local 
control station when the transfer isolation switch is in the "remote" 
position.  

Response: 

The use of the safety injection system as an alternative to the charging 
system does not require any modifications to the existing system. -No 
acceptance tests are required.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Reactor Auxiliary Building Lower Level - Fire Area/Zone 1-AB-(-3)-2A 

2.h. Question: 

Provide Technical Specifications of the surveillance requirements and 
limiting conditions for operation for that equipment not already covered 

by existing Technical Specifications. For example, if new isolation and 
control switches are added to a shutdown system, the existing Technical 

Specification surveillance requirements should be supplemented to verify 
system/equipment functions from the alternate shutdown station at 
testing intervals consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 
1.22 and IEEE 338. Credit may be taken for other existing tests using 
group overlap test concepts.  

Response: 

The surveillance requirements for the safety injection system are 
included in current Technical Specifications.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Reactor Auxiliary Building Lower Level - Fire Area/Zone 1-AB-(-3)-2A 

2.i. Question: 

For new equipment comprising the alternative shutdown capaoility, verify 
that the systems available are adequate to perform the necessary 
shutdown function. The functions required should De based on previous 

analyses, if possible (e.g., in the FSAR), such as a loss of normal AC 

power or shutdown on Group 1 isolation (BWR). Tne equipment required 
for the alternative capability should be the same or equivalent to that 
relied on in the above analysis.  

Response: 

No new equipment is required to allow the use of the safety injection 
system as an alternate to the charging system.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Reactor Auxiliary Building Lower Level - Fire Area/Zone 1-A-(-3)-2A 

2.j. question: 

Verify that repair procedures for cold shutdown systems are developed 
and material for repairs is maintained onsite. Provide a summary of 
these procedures and a list of the material needed for repairs.  

Response: 

Repair procedures will not be required to achieve cold shutdown, for 
a 

fire in this fire area/zone.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

East Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YO-20-4A 

3.a. Question: 

List the system(s) or portions thereof used to provide the shutdown 

capability with the loss of offsite power.  

Response: 

The east penetration area contains the following portions of systems 
used to achieve hot standby or cold shutdown with the loss of offsite 
power.  

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 

- Cables for the following components 

* PORVs 
* Block valves 
* Pressurizer heaters 
* Source range monitors 
* Pressurizer level transmitters 
* Pressurizer pressure transmitters 
* Primary system temperature transmitters 

Chemical and Volume Control (CVCS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Charging Loop A control valve 
* Reactor coolant pump seal flow pressure transmitter 

Main Steam System (MSS) 

- Atmospheric steam dump valves 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Atmospheric steam dump valves 
* Steam generator level transmitters 

Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Flow control valves 
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

. East Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-4A 

Component Cooling Water (CCw) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Thermal barrier pump 
* Thermal barrier outlet valves 

Containment Ventilation System (CVS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Reactor cavity cooling fan and associated damper 

Residual Heat Removal (RHR) 

- Cables for the following components 

* Residual heat removal pump 
* Residual heat removal inlet isolation valve 
* Residual heat removal discharge isolation valve 
* RHR heat exchanger isolation valve 

Essential Electrical Systems 

* -Cables for the following components: 

* Station service transformer 
* 480V switchgear 
* 120V vital buses 

Detailed information on the components and circuits located witnin tne 
fire area/zone is contained in Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section 
III.G Compliance Evaluation.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING. STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

East Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-4A 

3.D. Question: 

For those systems identified in "a" for which alternative or dedicated 
shutdown capability must be provided, list the equipment and components 
of the normal shutdown system in the fire area and identify the 
functions of the circuits of the normal shutdown system in the fire area 

(power to what equipment, control of wnat components and 
instrumentation). Descrioe the system(s) or portions thereof used to 
provide the alternative shutdown capability for the fire area and 
provide a table that lists the equipment and components of the 
alternative shutdown system for the fire area. For each alternative 
system, identify the function of the new circuits being provided.  
Identify the location (fire zone) of the alternative shutdown equipment 
and/or circuits that bypass the fire area and verify that the 
alternative shutdown equipment and/or circuits are separated from the 
fire area in accordance with Section III.G.2.  

Response: 

Enclosure 1, 10CFR50 Appendix R Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 
provides the required information on the function and location of the 
components and circuits of the normal shutdown systems, and identifies 
the portions of the dedicated shutdown system credited for a fire in 
this fire area/zone.  

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 
provides a general description of the dedicated shutdown system. The 
design description includes the schematic flow diagrams, the electrical 
one line diagram, and the electrical blocK diagram which detail the 

operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  

Cables for the dedicated shutdown system components will De independent 
of the fire area/zone.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

East Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-4A 

3.c. Question: 

Provide drawings of the alternative shutdown system(s) which highlight 
any connections to the normal shutdown systems (P&IDs for piping and 
components, elementary wiring diagrams of electrical caDling). Show the 
electrical location of all breakers for power cables, and isolation 
devices for control and instrumentation circuits for the alternative 
shutdown systems for that fire area.  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 
provides schematic flow diagrams which highlight the connections of the 
dedicated shutdown system to the normal shutdown systems. The design 
description also includes the electrical one line and electrical block 
diagrams for the dedicated shutdown system, wnich show the isolation 
devices for the dedicated shutdown system operation of components which 
are also powered from the normal power sources. Breaker locations are 
not detailed as the normal power sources for the site are deenergized 
prior to the initiation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

East Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-4A 

3.d. Question: 

Verify that changes to safety systems will not degrade safety systems 

(e.g., new isolation switches and control switches should meet design 
criteria and standards in the FSAR for electrical equipment in the 

system that the switch is to be installed; cabinets that the switcnes 
are to be mounted in should also meet the same criteria [FSAR] as other 
safety-related cabinets and panels; to avoid inadvertent isolation from 
the Control Room, the isolation switches should be keylocked or alarmed 
in the Control Room if in the "local" or "isolated" position; periodic 
checks should be made to verify that the switch is in the proper 
position for normal operation; and a single transfer switch or other new 
device should not be a source of a failure which causes loss of 
redundant safety systems).  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 

provides the detailed information on the design of the dedicated 
shutdown system. The dedicated shutdown system design criteria require 
that all changes to existing systems be incorporated using devices fo 
equal design and standards, and that isolation devices be padlocKed to 
avoid inadvertent isolation of normally operating systems and/or 
facilities.  

The dedicated shutdown design criteria also require that no iundividual 
transfer switch or other dedicated shutdown system device will 
compromise the redundancy of existing safety systems. The following 
components interface directly with existing normal shutdown systems and 
are isolated via a transfer switch or a combination starter/breaker.  

Component Isolation Device 

Charging pump G-8A Transfer switch A-4S1 
Charging pump lube oil fan Transfer switch B-31 
Pressurizer heater group 0 Transfer switch B-32 
MCC 2A with SIS/LOP control Combination starter/breaKer 
MCC B-30 Manual transfer switch 

Administrative procedures will be estaDlished for the surveillance of 
the dedicated shutdown system components.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

. East Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-4A 

3.e. question: 

Verify that licensee procedures have been or will be developed which 
describe the tasks to De performed to effect the shutdown method.  
Provide a summary of these procedures outlining operator actions.  

Response: 

Southern California Edison will develop those procedures necessary to 
insure proper operation, maintenance, surveillance, and periodic testing 
of the dedicated shutdown system and components.  

At the time-of this submittal, specific procedure changes have not been 
developed; however, a summary of the dedicated shutdown system 
procedures will oe forwarded for review when available.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

East Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-4A 

3.f. Question: 

Verify that the manpower required to perform the shutdown functions 
using the procedures of Item e as well as to provide fire brigade 
members to fight the fire is available as required by the fire brigade 
Technical -Specifications.  

Response: 

Shutdown Functions 

A time and manpower study is currently Deing performed to assess the 
manpower requirements for operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
Dedicated shutdown system procedures and detailed engineering for the 
dedicated safe shutdown system have not been finalized at the time of 
this submittal. The time and manpower study results will be forwarded 
upon finalizing the procedure, or at approximately 80% completion of 
the dedicated shutdown system engineering.  

Fire Department 

The Fire Department consists of professionally-trained, full-time 
personnel whose primary responsibility is fighting fires at San Onofre.  
The Fire Department is made up of a minimum of five on-duty Emergency 
Service Officers per shift. In addition, the Emergency Service Officers 
are certified by the Sate of California as fire fighters. Each Fire 
Department shift consists of one Captain, one Apparatus Engineer, and 
three Fire Fighters. The Supervisor of Fire Protection Services 
functions as the Fire Department Chief and his authority is passed on to 
the Assistant Chief or the on-shift Captain, in the event of his 
absence. During all fire emergencies the control room will respond with 
an Operator to coordinate with the Fire Department Chief and act as a 
technical advisor.  

Mutual Aid Agreement 

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station is situated on an 84-acre site 
on the Pacific Coast, anout 2.5 miles south of the Orange/San Diego 
County Line. The site is on the U.S. Marine Corps Base at Camp 
Pendleton. Although the station is designed to be self-sufficient with 
respect to fire fighting activities, a mutual fire fighting assistance 
agreement has been executed with the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base.  

Communications with the Camp Pendleton Fire Department is provided Dy 
redundant and diverse communications systems.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

East Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-4A 

3.g. Question: 

Provide a commitment to perform adequate acceptance tests of the 
alternative shutdown capability. These tests should verify that: 

equipment operates from the local control station when the transfer or 
isolation switch is placed in the "local" position and that the 
equipment cannot be operated from the Control Room; and that equipment 
operates from the Control Room out cannot be operated at the local 
control station when the transfer isolation switch is in the "remote" 
position.  

Response: 

Acceptance tests will be conducted to insure the dedicated shutdown 

system is properly isolated, and local control is properly established.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

East Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-4A 

3.h. Question: 

Provide Technical Specifications of the surveillance requirements and 
limiting conditions for operation for that equipment not already covered 
by existing Technical Specifications. For example, if new isolation and 
control switches are added to a shutdown system, the existing Technical 

Specification surveillance requirements should De supplemented to verify 
system/equipment functions from the alternate shutdown station at 
testing intervals consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 
1.22 and IEEE 338. Credit may be taKen for other existing tests using 
group overlap test concepts.  

Response: 

Technical Specifications will be developed for the equipment associated 

with the Dedicated Shutdown System. These Technical Specifications 

will be forwarded as a License Amendment application as soon as available.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

East Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-4A 

3.1. Question: 

For new equipment comprising the alternative shutdown capability, verify 
that the systems available are adequate to perform the necessary 
shutdown function. The functions required should be based on previous 

analyses, if possible (e.g., in the FSAR), such as a loss of normal AC 

power or shutdown on Group 1 isolation (BwK). The equipment required 
for the alternative capability should De the same or equivalent to that 
relied on in the above analysis.  

Response: 

In the design of the dedicated shutdown system, the expected performance 

objectives of the existing shutdown equipment and the new dedicated 
shutdown equipment were analyzed and changes made to the design wnere 
neeeded to meet the performance objectives. .Bases on this analysis, the 
dedicated shutdown system incorporates the following capabilities: 

- Cold shutdown can be achieved and maintained using the steam 

generators for single phase cooldown.  

- Remote shutdown capability 

- Independently powered instruments and controls 

The conceptual design for the dedicated shutdown system was suDmitted to 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on April 24, 1984. Revision 1 to the 

conceptual design was submitted on May 21, 1985 in response to NRC 
questions.  

Enclosure 2 provides the current design description for the dedicated 
shutdown system.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

East Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-4A 

3.j. Question: 

Verify that repair procedures for cold shutdown systems are developed 
and material for repairs is maintained onsite. Provide a summary of 
these procedures and a list of the material needed for repairs.  

Response: 

Repair procedures will be developed for: 

* Replenishing the dedicated shutdown system fuel oil supply from 
the existing diesel generator fuel oil storage tanks using a 
transfer pump and portable hoses.  

* Providing additional compressed air or nitrogen for the operation 
of instruments and air operated valves, using a portable air 
compressor or additional nitrogen supplies located onsite.  

These repairs will be required to proceed from hot shutdown to cold 
shutdown. Approximately 12 hours are required to achieve hot shutdown.  
The available supplies of fuel oil for the dedicated diesel generator is 
sufficient for approximately 17 hours of operation. The availaDle 
supply of nitrogen is sufficient for approximately 20 hours of operation.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

West Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YO-20-48 

4.a. Question: 

List the system(s) or portions thereof used to provide the shutdown 

capability with the loss of offsite power.  

Response 

The west penetration area contains the following portions of systems 
used to achieve hot standby or cold shutdown with the loss of offsite 
power: 

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* PORVs 
* Block valves 
* Pressurizer heaters 
* Source range monitors 
* Pressurizer level transmitters 
* Primary system temperature transmitters 

Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Charging pumps and associated support equipment 
* Charging loop A control valves 
* Charging loop A flow transmitter 
* Reactor coolant pump seal flow pressure transmitters 
* Charging RwST isolation valves 
* Seal injection flow control valves 

Main Steam System (MSS) 

- Atmospheric steam dump valves 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Atmospheric steam dump valves 
* Steam generator level transmitters 
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Flow control valves 

Component Cooling Water System (CCW) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Component Cooling water pump 
* CCW heat exchange isolation valve 
* Thermal barrier outlet valves 
* CCW/RHR heat exchanger flow control valves 

Containment Ventilation System (CVS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Reactor cavity cooling fan and associated damper 

Gaseous Nitrogen System (GNI) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* PORV nitrogen control valve.  

Residual Heat Removal System (RHR) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Residual heat removal pump 
* Residual heat removal inlet isolation valve 
* Residual heat removal discharge isolation valve 
* RHR heat exchanger isolation valve 
* RHR inlet and discharge temperature transmitters 
* RHR flow control valve 

Essential Electric System 

- Cables for the following components: 

* 480V switchgear 
* 120V vital buses 
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SAN ONOFRE.NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

The following portions of the dedicated shutdown system are located 
within the west penetration area: 

Reactor Coolant System 

- Cables for the following components: 

* primary system temperature transmitters 
* pressurizer pressure transmitter 
* pressurizer level transmitter 

Main Steam System (MSS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* steam generator level transmitters 

Cables for the dedicated shutdown system operation of pressurizer heater 
group D, and the PORVs and their associated blOCK valves will also be 
routed through these fire areas/zones.  

Detailed information on the components and circuits located within the 

fire area/zone is contained in Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section 

III.G Compliance Evaluation.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

West Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-48 

4.b. Question: 

For those systems identified in "a" for which alternative or dedicated 
shutdown capability must be provided, list the equipment and components 
of the normal shutdown system in the fire area and identify the 
functions of the circuits of the normal shutdown system in the fire area 

(power to what equipment, control of what components and 
instrumentation). Describe the system(s) or portions thereof used to 
provide the alternative shutdown capability for the fire area and 
provide a table that lists the equipment and components of the 
alternative shutdown system for the fire area. For each alternative 
system, identify the function of the new circuits being provided.  
Identify the location (fire zone) of the alternative shutdown equipment 
and/or circuits that bypass the fire area and verify that the 
alternative shutdown equipment and/or circuits are separated from the 
fire area in accordance with Section III.G.2.  

Response: 

Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 
provides the required information on the function and location of the 
components and circuits of the normal shutdown systems, and identifies 
the portions of the dedicated shutdown system credited for a fire in 
this fire area/zone.  

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 
provides a general description of the dedicated shutdown system. The 
design description includes the schematic flow diagrams, the electrical 
one line diagram, and the electrical blOCK diagram which detail the 
operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  

Cables for the dedicated shutdown system which are routed through this 
fire area/zone are protected by a three-hour fire rated Darrier.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

West Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YO-20-48 

4.c. Question: 

Provide drawings of the alternative shutdown system(s) which highlight 
any connections to the normal shutdown system (P&IDs for piping and 
components, elementary wiring diagrams of electrical cabling). Show the 
electrical location of all breakers for power cables, nd isolation 
devices for control and instrumentation circuits for the alternative 
shutdown systems for that fire area.  

Response 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 
provides schematic flow diagrams which highlight the connections of the 
dedicated shutdown system to the normal shutdown systems. The design 
description also includes the electrical one line and electrical block 
diagrams for the dedicated shutdown system, which snow the isolation 
devices for the dedicated shutdown system operation of components which 
are also powered from the normal power sources. BreaKer locations are 
not detailed as the normal power sources for the site are deenergized 
prior to the initiation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

. West Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-48 

4.d. Question: 

Verify that changes to safety system will not degrade safety systems 
(e.g., new isolation switches and control switches should meet design 
criteria and standards in the FSAR for electrical equipment in tne 
system that the switch is to be installed; cabinets that the switches 
are to be mounted in should also meet the same criteria [FSAR] as other 
safety-related cabinets and panels; to avoid inadvertent isolation from 
the Control Room, the .isolation switches should be Keylocked or alarmed 
in the Control Room if in the "local" or "isolated" position; periodic 
checks should be made to verify that the switch is in the proper 
position for normal operation; and a single transfer switcn or other new 
device should not oe a source of a failure which causes loss of 
redundant safety systems).  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 
provides the detailed information on the design of the dedicated 
shutdown system. The dedicated shutdown system design criteria require 
that all changes to existing systems be incorporated using devices fo 

equal design and standards, and that isolation devices be padlocked to 
avoid inadvertent isolation of normally operating systems and/or 

* facilities.  

The dedicated shutdown design criteria also require that no iundividual 
transfer switch or other dedicated shutdown system device will 
compromise the redundancy of existing safety systems. The following 
components interface directly with existing normal shutdown systems and 
are isolated via a transfer switch or a combination starter/breaKer.  

Component Isolation Device 

Charging pump G-8A Transfer switch A-4SI 
Charging pump luDe oil fan Transfer switch 8-31 
Pressurizer heater group D Transfer switch 8-32 
MCC 2A with SIS/LOP control Combination starter/breaKer 
MCC B-30 Manual transfer switch 

Administrative procedures will be established for the surveillance of 
the dedicated shutdown system components.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

West Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YO-20-4B 

4.e. Question: 

Verify that licensee procedures have been or will be developed which 
describe the tasks to be performed to effect the shutdown method.  
Provide a summary of these procedures outlining operator actions.  

Response: 

Southern California Edison will develop those procedures necessary to 
insure proper operation, maintenance, surveillance, and periodic testing 
of the dedicated shutdown system and components.  

At the time of this submittal, specific procedure changes have not been 

developed; however, a summary of the dedicated shutdown system 

procedures will De forwarded for review when available.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

West Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-48 

4.f. Question: 

Verify that the manpower required to perform the snutdown functions 

using the procedures of Item e as well as to provide fire brigade 
members to fight the fire is available as required by the fire brigade 
Technical Specifications.  

Response: 

Shutdown Functions 

A time and manpower study is currently being performed to assess the 

manpower requirements for operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
Dedicated shutdown system procedures and detailed engineering for the 
dedicated safe shutdown system have not been finalized at the time of 
this submittal. The time and manpower study results will be forwarded 
upon finalizing the procedure, or at approximately 80% completion of 
the dedicated shutdown system engineering.  

Fire Department 

The Fire Department consists of professionally-trained, full-time 

personnel whose primary responsibility is fighting fires at San Onofre.  

The Fire Department is made up of a minimum of five on-duty Emergency 

Service Officers per shift. In addition, the Emergency Service Officers 
are certified by the Sate of California as fire fighters. Each Fire 

Department shift consists of one Captain, one Apparatus Engineer, and 
three Fire Fighters. The Supervisor of Fire Protection Services 
functions as the Fire Department Chief and his authority is passed on to 
the Assistant Chief or the on-shift Captain, in the event of his 
aosence. During all fire emergencies the control room will respond with 

an Operator to coordinate with tne Fire Department Chief and act as a 
technical advisor.  

Mutual Aid Agreement 

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station is situated on an 84-acre site 
on the Pacific Coast, about 2.5 miles soutn of the Orange/San Diego 
County Line. The site is on the U.S. Marine Corps Base at Camp 
Pendleton. Although the station is designed to be self-sufficient with 

respect to fire fighting activities, a mutual fire fighting assistance 

agreement has been executed with the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base.  

Communications with the Camp Pendleton Fire Department is provided by 
redundant and diverse communications systems.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT .  

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

. West Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-4B 

4.g. Question: 

Provide a commitment to perform adequate acceptance tests of the 

alternative shutdown capability. These tests should verify that: 

equipment operates from the local control station when the transfer or 

isolation switch is placed in the "local" position and that the 

equipment cannot be operated from the Control Room; and that equipment 

operates from the Control Room out cannot be operated at the local 
control station when the transfer isolation switch is in the "remote" 
position.  

Response: 

Acceptance tests will be conducted to insure the dedicated shutdown 

system is properly isolated, and local control is properly established.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

West Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-4B 

4.h. Question: 

Provide Technical Specifications of the surveillance requirements and 
limiting conditions for operation for that equipment not already covered 

by existing Technical Specifications. For example, if new isolation and 
control switches are added to a shutdown system, the existing Technical 

Specification surveillance requirements should be supplemented to verify 

system/equipment functions from the alternate shutdown station at 
testing intervals consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 
1.22 and IEEE 338. Credit may De taken for other existing tests using 
group overlap test concepts.  

Response: 

Technical Specifications will be developed for the equipment associated 

with the Dedicated Shutdown System. These Technical Specifications 

will be forwarded as a License Amendment application as soon as available.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

West Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YO-20-4d3 

4.1. Question: 

For new equipment comprising the alternative shutdown capaoility, verify 
that the systems available are adequate to perform the necessary 
shutdown function. The functions required Should be based on previous 
analyses, if possible (e.g., in the FSAR), such as a loss of normal AC 

power or shutdown on Group 1 isolation (8wR). The equipment required 
for the alternative capaDility should be the same or equivalent to that 
relied on in the above analysis.  

Response: 

In the design of the dedicated shutdown system, the expected performance 
objectives of the existing shutdown equipment and the new dedicated 
shutdown equipment were analyzed and changes made to the design where 
neeeded to meet the performance Objectives. Bases on this analysis, the 
dedicated shutdown system incorporates the following capabilities: 

- Cold shutdown can be achieved and maintained using the steam 
generators for single phase cooldown.  

- Remote shutdown capability 

- Independently powered instruments and controls 

The conceptual design for the dedicated shutdown system was submitted to 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on April 24, 1984. Revision 1 to the 
conceptual design was submitted on May 21, 1985 in response to NRC 
questions.  

Enclosure 2 provides the current design description for the dedicated 
shutdown system.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

. West Penetration Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-20-48 

4.j. Question: 

Verify that repair procedures for cold shutdown systems are developed 
and material for repairs is maintained onsite. Provide a summary of 
these procedures and a list of the material needed for repairs.  

Response: 

Repair procedures will be developed for: 

* Replenishing the dedicated shutdown system fuel oil supply from 
the existing diesel generator fuel oil storage tanks using a 
transfer pump and portable hoses.  

* Providing additional compressed air or nitrogen for the operation 
of instruments and air operated valves, using a portaDle air 
compressor or additional nitrogen supplies located onsite.  

These repairs will be required to proceed from hot shutdown to cold 
shutdown. Approximately 12 hours are required to achieve hot shutdown.  
The available supplies of fuel oil for the dedicated diesel generator is 
sufficient for approximately 17 hours of operation. The available 
supply of nitrogen is sufficient for approximately 20 hours of operation.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Yard Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-14-40 

5.a. Question: 

List the system(s) or portions thereof used to provide tne shutdown 
capability with the loss of offsite power.  

Response 

The yard area contains the following portions of systems used to achieve 
hot standDy or cold shutdown with the loss of offsite power.  

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

Pressurizer heaters 

Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) 

- RWST isolation valve 
- Charging loop A flow transmitter 
- Reactor coolant pump seal water filter 
- Refueling water storage tank 

- Cables for the following components: 

* RWST isolation valve 
* Charging pumps and associated support equipment 
* RwST isolation valve 
* Charging RWST isolation valves 
* Charging loop A flow control valve 
* Charging loop A flow transmitter 
* Seal injection flow control valves 

Auxuliary Feedwater System (AFW) 

- Flow control valves 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Flow control valves 

Main Steam System (MSS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Steam dump transfer control valve 
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Yard Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-14-4D 

Component Cooling Water System (CCW) 

- Component cooling water pumps 

- Component cooling water heat exchangers 

- CCW heat exchanger isolation valves 

- CCW surge tank 

- CCW/RHR heat exchanger flow control valves 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Component cooling water pumps 
* CCW heat exchanger isolation valves 
* CCW/RHR heat exchanger flow control valves 

Saltwater Cooling System (SWC) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Saltwater cooling pumps 

Gaseous Nitrogen System (GNI) 

- Nitrogen bottles 

Essential Electric System 

- Station service transformers 

- Caoles for the following components: 

* station service transformers 
* 480V switchgear 
* 120V vital buses 

The dedicated shutdown system diesel generator, dedicated shutdown 
panel, dedicated auxiliary feedwater pump, and associated equipment will 
be located in the northwest section of the yard area.  

Detailed information on the components and circuits located within the 
fire area/zone is contained in Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section 
III.G Compliance Evaluation.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Yard Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-14-40 

5.b. Question 

For those systems identified in "a" for which alternative or dedicated 
shutdown capability must be provided, list the equipment and components 
of the normal shutdown system in the fire area (power to what equipment, 
control of what components and instrumentation). Describe the system(s) 
or portions thereof used to provide the alternative shutdown capability 
for the fire area and provide a table that lists the equipoment and 
components of the alternative shutdown system for the fire area. For 
each alternative system, identify the function of the new circuits being 
provided. Identify the location (fire zone) of the alternative shutdown 
equipment and/or circuits that bypass the fire area and verify that the 
alternative shutdown equipoment and/or circuits are separated from the 
fire in accordance with Section III.G.2.  

Response: 

Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 
provides the required information on the function and location of the 
components and circuits of the normal shutdown systems, and identifies 
the alternate shutdown equipment credited for a fire in this fire 
area/zone. Enclosure I also provides the location of the components and 
circuits of the alternate shutdown systems.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Yard Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-14-4D 

5.c. Question 

Provide drawings of the alternative shutdown system(s) which highlight 
any connections to the normal shutdown systems (P&IDs for piping and 
components, elementary wiring diagrams of electrical cabling). Show the 
electrical location of all breakers for power cables, and isolation 
devices for control and instrumentation circuits for the alternative 
shutdwn systems for that fire area.  

Response: 

The motor driven auxiliary pump may be used for alternate shutdown in 
the event of the loss of the equipment and circuits of the component 
cooling water and saltwater cooling systems which are contained in this 
area. The auxiliary feedwater system is shown on station piping and 
instrumentation diagrams 5178220, 5178221, and 5178222. There are no 
electrical interlocks between the auxiliary feedwater and the component 
cooling water or saltwater cooling water systems. Enclosure 1 provides 
the location and cable routing for the auxiliary feedwater system 
components. Should the component cooling water system remain availaole, 
the auxiliary saltwater cooling pump will be used to provide saltwater 
cooling flow to the component cooling water heat exchangers. The 
auxiliary saltwater cooling pump is shown on station piping and 
instrumentation diagram 5178350. There are no electrical interlocks 
between the normal and auxiliary saltwater cooling pumps. Enclosure 1 
provides the location and cable routing of the auxiliary saltwater 
cooling pump.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Yard Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YO-14-40 

5.d. Question 

Verify that changes to safety system will not degrade safety systems 

(e.g., new isolation switches and control switches should meet design 
criteria and standards in the FSAR for electrical equipment in the system 
that the switch is to be installed; cabinets that the switches are to be 

mounted in should also meet the same criteria [FSAR] as other 
safety-related cabinets and panels; to avoid inadvertent isolation from 
the Control Room, the isolation switches should De keylocked or alarmed 
in the Control Room if in the "local" or "isolated" position; periodic 
checks should be made to verify that the switch is in the proper position 
for normal operation; and a single transfer switch or other new device 
should not be a source of a failure which causes loss of redundant safety 
systems).  

Response: 

The use of the auxiliary feedwater system or the auxiliary saltwater 
cooling pump as an alternate shutdown system does not require any changes 
or modifications to safety systems.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Yard Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YO-14-40 

5.e. Question: 

Verify that licensee procedures have been or will be developed which 
descrioe the tasks to be performed to effect the shutdown method.  
Provide a summary of these procedures outlining operator actions.  

Response: 

Southern California Edison will develop those procedures for the use of 
the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump for single phase cooldown.  

At the time of this submittal, these procedures have not been developed; 
however, a summary of the new procedures will be forwarded for review 
when available.  

The use of the auxiliary saltwater cooling pump for saltwater cooling 
system operation does not require the development of new procedures.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Yard Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-14-4D 

5.f. Question: 

Verify that the manpower required to perform the shutdown functions 

using the procedures of Item e as well as to provide fire brigade 
members to fight the fire is available as required by the fire brigade 
Technical Specifications.  

Response: 

Shutdown Functions 

A time and manpower study is currently being performed to assess the 

manpower requirements for a fire in this fire area/zone. Procedures for 
the use of the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump as an alternative 
shutdown system have not yet been developed. The time and manpower 
study results will be forwarded upon finalizing the alternative shutdown 
procedures.  

Fire Department 

The Fire Department consists of professionally-trained, full-time 

personnel whose primary responsibility is fighting fires at San Onofre.  

The Fire Department is made up of a minimum of five on-duty Emergency 
Service Officers per shift. In addition, the Emergency Service Officers 
are certified by the Sate of California as fire fighters. Each Fire 

Department shift consists of one Captain, one Apparatus Engineer, and 
three Fire Fighters. The Supervisor of Fire Protection Services 
functions as tne Fire Department Chief and his authority is passed on to 
the Assistant Chief or the on-shift Captain, in the event of his 

absence. During all fire emergencies the control room will respond with 

an Operator to coordinate with the Fire Department Chief and act as 
a 

technical advisor.  

Mutual Aid Agreement 

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station is situated on an 84-acre site 

on the Pacific Coast, about 2.5 miles south of the Orange/San Diego 
County Line. The site is on the U.S. Marine Corps Base at Camp 
Pendleton. Although the station is designed to oe self-sufficient with 

respect to fire fighting activities, a mutual fire fighting assistance 

agreement has been executed with the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps 
Base.  

Communications with the Camp Pendleton Fire Department is provided Dy 
redundant and diverse communications systems.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Yard Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-14-40 

5.g. Question: 

Provide a commitment to perform adequate acceptance tests of the 
alternative shutdown capability. These tests should verify that: 

equipment operates from the local control station when the transfer or 
isolation switch is placed in the "local" position and that the 
equipment cannot be operated from the Control Room; and that equipment 
operates from the Control Room but cannot be operated at the local 
control station when the transfer isolation switch is in the "remote" 
position.  

Response: 

The use of the motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump for single phase 
cooldown or the use of the auxiliary saltwater cooling pump does not 
require any modifications to the existing system. No acceptance tests 
are required.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Yard Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YO-14-40 

5.h. Question: 

Provide Technical Specifications of the surveillance requirements and 
limiting conditions for operation for that equipment not already covered 
by existing Technical Specifications. For example, if new isolation and 
control switches are added to a shutdown system, the existing Technical 
Specification surveillance requirements should be supplemented to verify 
system/equipment functions from the alternate shutdown station at 
testing intervals consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 
1.22 and IEEE 338. Credit may be taken for other existing tests using 
group overlap test concepts.  

Response: 

The surveillance requirements for the motor driven auxiliary feedwater 
pump are included in the current Technical Specifications.  

Technical Specifications for the use of the auxiliary saltwater 
cooling pump as an alternative system will be provided as a License 
Amendment application when available.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Yard Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-14-4D 

5.i. Question: 

For new equipment comprising the alternative shutdown capability, verify 
that the systems available are adequate to perform the necessary 
shutdown function. The functions required should be based on previous 

analyses, if possible (e.g., in the FSAR), such as a loss of normal AC 

power or shutdown on Group 1 isolation (BWR). The equipment required 
for the alternative capability should be the same or equivalent to that 
relied on in the above analysis.  

Response: 

No new equipment is required to allow the use of the motor driven 
auxiliary feedwater pump for single phase cooldown, or to allow the use 

of the auxiliary saltwater cooling pump.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Yard Area - Fire Area/Zone 1-YO-14-40 

5.j. Question: 

Verify that repair procedures for cold shutdown systems are developed 
and material for repairs is maintained onsite. Provide a summary of 
these procedures and a list of the material needed for repairs.  

Response: 

Repair procedures will not be required to achieve cold shutdown for a 
fire in this fire area/zone.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Circulating Water Pump Well - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-(-7)-4E 

6.a. Question: 

List the system(s) or portions thereof used to provide the shutdown 

capability with the loss of offsite power.  

Response: 

The circulating water pump well contains the following portions of 

systems used to achieve hot standby and cold shutdown witn loss of 
offsite power: 

Salwater Cooling System (SWC) 

- Saltwater cooling pumps 

- Cabling for the following components: 

Saltwater cooling pumps 

Detailed information on the components and circuits located within the 
fire area/zone is contained in Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section 
III.G Compliance Evaluation.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Circulating Water Pump Well - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-(-7)-4E 

6.b. Question 

For those systems identified in "a" for which alternative or dedicated 
shutdown capability must be provided, list the equipment and components 
of the normal shutdown system in the fire area (power to wnat equipment, 
control of what components and instrumentation). Describe the system(s) 
or portions thereof used to provide the alternative shutdown capability 
for the fire area and provide a table that lists the equipoment and 
components of the alternative shutdown system for the fire area. For 
each alternative system, identify the function of the new circuits being 
provided. Identify the location (fire zone) of the alternative shutdown 
equipment and/or circuits that bypass the fire area and verify that the 
alternative shutdown equipoment and/or circuits are separated from the 
fire in accordance with Section III.G.2.  

Response: 

Enclosure 1, 10CFR50 Appendix R, Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 
provides the required information on the function and location of the 
components and circuits of the normal shutdown systems. Enclosure 1 
also provides the location of the components and circuits of the 
alternate shutdown system.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Circulating Water Pump Well - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-(-7)-4E 

6.c. Question 

Provide drawings of the alternative shutdown system(s) which highlight 
any connections to the normal shutdown systems (P&IDs for piping and 
components, elementary wiring diagrams of electrical cabling). Show the 
electrical location of all breakers for power cables, and isolation 
devices for control and instrumentation circuits for the alternative 
shutdwn systems for that fire area.  

Response: 

The auxiliary saltwater cooling pump, used as an alternate to the 
saltwater cooling pumps for a fire in this fire area/zone, is shown on 
station piping and instrumentaion diagram 5178350. There are no 
electrical interlocks between the auxiliary and normal saltwater cooling 
pumps. Enclosure I provides the location and cable routing for the 
auxiliary saltwater cooling pump.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Circulating Water Pump Well - Fire Area/Zone l-YD-(-7)-4E 

6.d. Question 

Verify that changes to safety system will not degrade safety systems 
(e.g., new isolation switches and control switches should meet design 
criteria and standards in the FSAR for electrical equipment in the system 
that the switch is to be installed; cabinets that the switches are to De 
mounted in should also meet the same criteria [FSAR] as other 
safety-related cabinets and panels; to avoid inadvertent isolation from 
the Control Room, the isolation switcnes should be keylocked or alarmed 
in the Control Room if in the "local" or "isolated" position; periodic 
checks should be made to verify that the switch is in the proper position 
for normal operation; and a single transfer switch or other new device 
should not be a source of a failure which causes loss of redundant safety 
systems).  

Response: 

The use of the auxiliary saltwater cooling pump as an alternate to the 
normal saltwater cooling pumps does not require any changes or 
modifications to safety systems.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Circulating Water Pump Well - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-(-7)-4E 

6.e. Question: 

Verify that licensee procedures have been or will be developed wnich 

describe the tasks to be performed to effect the shutdown method.  

Provide a summary of these procedures outlining operator actions.  

Response: 

The use of the auxiliary saltwater cooling pump for saltwater cooling 

system operation does not require the development of new procedures.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Circulating water Pump Well - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-(-7)-4E 

6.f. Question: 

Verify that the manpower required to perform the shutdown functions 

using the procedures of Item e as well as to provide fire brigade 
members to fight the fire is available as required by the fire brigade 
Technical Specifications.  

Response: 

Shutdown Functions 

A time and manpower study is currently being performed to assess the 

manpower requirements for a fire in this fire area/zone. The results 
of the time and manpower study will be forwarded for review when 
available.  

Fire Department 

The Fire Department consists of professionally-trained, full-time 
personnel whose primary responsibility is fighting fires at San Onofre.  
The Fire Department is made up of a minimum of five on-duty Emergency 
Service Officers per shift. In addition, the Emergency Service Officers 
are certified by the Sate of California as fire fighters. Each Fire 

Department shift consists of one Captain, one Apparatus Engineer, and 
three Fire Fighters. The Supervisor of Fire Protection Services 
functions as the Fire Department Chief and his authority is passed on to 
the Assistant Chief or the on-shift Captain, in the event of his 
absence. During all fire emergencies the control room will respond with 

an Operator to coordinate with the Fire Department Chief and act as a 
technical advisor.  

Mutual Aid Agreement 

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station is situated on an 84-acre site 
on the Pacific Coast, about 2.5 miles south of the Orange/San Diego 
County Line. The site is on the U.S. Marine Corps Base at Camp 
Pendleton. Although the station is designed to be self-sufficient with 

respect to fire fighting activities, a mutual fire fighting assistance 
agreement has been executed with the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base.  

Communications with the Camp Pendleton Fire Department is provided by 
redundant and diverse communications systems.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Circulating Water Pump Well - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-(-7)-4E 

6.g. question: 

Provide a commitment to perform adequate acceptance tests of the 

alternative shutdown capability. These tests should verify that: 

equipment operates from the local control station when the transfer or 

isolation switch is placed in the "local" position and that the 

equipment cannot be operated from the Control Room; and that equipment 

operates from the Control Room but cannot be operated at the 
local 

control station when the transfer isolation switch is in the "remote" 

position.  

Response: 

The use of the auxiliary saltwater cooling pump as an alternate to the 

normal saltwater cooling pumps does not require any modifications to the 

existing system. No acceptance tests are required.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Circulating Water Pump Well - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-(-7)-4E 

6.h. Question: 

Provide Technical Specifications of the surveillance requirements and 
limiting conditions for operation for that equipment not already covered 

by existing Technical Specifications. For example, if new isolation and 
control switches are added to a shutdown system, the existing Technical 

Specification surveillance requirements should be supplemented to verify 
system/equipment functions from the alternate shutdown station at 
testing intervals consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 
1.22 and IEEE 338. Credit may De taken for other existing tests using 
group overlap test concepts.  

Response: 

Technical Specifications for the use of the auxiliary saltwater cooling 
pump as an alternative system will be provided as a License Amendment 
application when available.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT  

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Circulating Water Pump Well - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-(-7)-4E 

6.i. Question: 

For new equipment comprising the alternative shutdown capaoility, verify 
that the systems available are adequate to perform the necessary 
shutdown function. The functions required should De based on previous 

analyses, if possible (e.g., in the FSAR), such as a loss of normal AC 

power or shutdown on Group 1 isolation (BWR). The equipment required 
for the alternative capability should be the same or equivalent to that 
relied on in the above analysis.  

Response: 

No new equipment is required to allow the use of the auxiliary saltwater 

cooling pump as an alternate to the normal saltwater cooling pumps.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Circulating Water Pump Well - Fire Area/Zone 1-YD-(-7)-4E 

6.j. Question: 

Verify that repair procedures for cold shutdown systems are developed 
and material for repairs is maintained onsite. Provide a summary of 
these procedures and a list of the material needed for repairs.  

Response: 

Repair procedures will not be required to achieve cold shutdown for a 
fire in this fire area/zone.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

TurDine Building Ground Floor - Fire Area/Zone 1-TB-8-9A 

7.a. Question: 

List the system(s) or portions thereof used to provide the shutdown 
capability with the loss of offsite power.  

Response: 

The turbine building ground floor contains the following portions of 

systems used to achieve hot standby or cold shutdown with loss of 
offsite power: 

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* PORVs 
* Block valves 
* Pressurizer heaters 
* Source range monitors 
* Pressurizer level transmitters 
* Primary system temperature transmitters 

Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Charging pumps and associated support equipment 
* Charging Loop A control valves 
* Charging flow control valves 
* Charging RWST isolation valves 
* RWST isolation valve 
* Seal injection flow control valves 
* Reactor coolant pump seal flow pressure transmitters 

Main Steam System (MSS) 

- Reheater isolation valves 

- Steam dump transfer control valve 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Reheater isolation valves 
* Atmospheric steam dump valves 
* Turbine stop valves 
* Steam generator level transmitters 
* Steam dump transfer control valve 
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Turbine Building Ground Floor - Fire Area/Zone 1-TB-8-9A 

Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW) 

- Auxiliary feedwater pumps 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Pump discharge control valves 
* Flow control valves 

Component Cooling Water System (CCw) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Component cooling water pump 
* CCW heat exchanger isolation valve 
* Thermal barrier outlet valves 

Saltwater Cooling System (SwC) 

- Cables for the following components: 

Saltwater cooling pumps 

Containment Ventilation System (CVS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Reactor cavity cooling fans and associated dampers 

Gaseous Nitrogen System (GNI) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* PORV nitrogen control valve 

Residual Heat Removal System (RHR) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Residual heat removal pumps 
* Residual heat removal inlet isolation valves 
* Residual heat removal discharge isolation valves 
* RHR heat exchanger isolation valves 
* RHR inlet and discharge temperature transmitters 
* RHR flow control valve 
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Essential Electric System 

- Motor Control Center 3 

- Caoles for the following components: 

* 4160V switchgear 
* 480V switcngear 
* 480V motor control centers 
* 120V vital buses 
* 125V switchgear 

Detailed information on the components and circuits located witnin the 

fire area/zone is contained in Enclosure 1, 10CFR50 Appendix R, Section 

III.G Compliance Evaluation.  
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7.b. Question 

For those systems identified in "a" for which alternative or dedicated 
shutdown capability must be provided, list the equipment and components 
of the normal shutdown system in the fire area (power to what equipment, 
control of what components and instrumentation). Describe the system(s) 
or portions thereof used to provide the alternative shutdown capability 
for the fire area and provide a table that lists the equipoment and 
components of the alternative shutdown system for the fire area. For 
each alternative system, identify the function of the new circuits being 
provided. Identify the location (fire zone) of the alternative shutdown 
equipment and/or circuits that bypass the fire area and verify that the 
alternative shutdown equipoment and/or circuits are separated from the 
fire in accordance with Section III.G.2.  

Response: 

Enclosure 1, 10CFR50 Appendix R Section III.G Compliance-Evaluation, 
provides the required information on the function and location of the 
components and circuits of the normal shutdown systems, and identifies 
the portions of the dedicated shutdown system credited for a fire in 
this fire area/zone.  

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 
provides a general description of the dedicated shutdown system. The 
design description includes tne schematic flow diagrams, the electrical 
one line diagram, and the electrical block diagram which detail the 

operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  

The steam dump control valve, dedicated shutdown panel C-38, and 
associated cabling, will be relocated outside the fire area/zone as part 
of the dedicated shutdown system modification.  
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7.c. Question 

Provide drawings of the alternative shutdown system(s) which highlight 

any connections to the normal shutdown systems (P&IDs for piping and 
components, elementary wiring diagrams of electrical caoling). Show the 

electrical location of all breakers for power cables, and isolation 
devices for control and instrumentation circuits for the alternative 
shutdwn systems for that fire area.  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 
provides schematic flow diagrams which highlight the connections of 

the 
dedicated snutdown system to the normal shutdown systems. The design 
description also includes the electrical one line and electrical block 

diagrams for the dedicated Shutdown system, which show the isolation 
devices for the dedicated shutdown system operation of components which 

are also powered from the normal power sources. Breaker locations are 

not detailed as the normal power sources for the site are deenergized 
prior to the initiation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
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7.d. Question 

Verify that changes to safety system will not degrade safety systems 

(e.g., new isolation switches and control switches should meet design 
criteria and standards in the FSAR for electrical equipment in the 

system that the switch is to be installed; cabinets that the switches 
are to be mounted in should also meet the same criteria [FSAR] as other 
safety-related cabinets and panels; to avoid inadvertent isolation from 
the Control Room, the isolation switches should be keylocked or alarmed 
in the Control Room if in the "local" or "isolated" position; periodic 
checks should be made to verify that the switch is in the proper 

position for normal operation; and a single transfer switch or other new 
device should not De a source of a failure which causes loss of 
redundant safety systems).  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 
provides the detailed information on the design of the dedicated 
shutdown system. The dedicated shutdown system design criteria require 
that all changes to existing systems De incorporated using devices fo 

equal design and standards, and that isolation devices be padlocked to 
avoid inadvertent isolation of normally operating systems and/or 
facilities.  

The dedicated shutdown design criteria also require that no iundividual 
transfer switch or other dedicated shutaown system device will 

compromise the redundancy of existing safety systems. The following 
components interface directly with existing normal shutdown systems and 

are isolated via a transfer switch or a combination starter/breaKer.  

Component Isolation Device 

Charging pump G-8A Transfer switch A-4S1 
Charging pump lube oil fan Transfer switch B-31 
Pressurizer heater group 0 Transfer switch B-32 
MCC 2A with SIS/LOP control Combination starter/breaker 
MCC B-30 Manual transfer switch 

Administrative procedures will be established for the surveillance of 

the dedicated shutdown system components.  
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7.e. Question: 

Verify that licensee procedures have been or will be developed which 

describe the tasks to be performed to effect the shutdown method.  

Provide a summary of these procedures outlining operator actions.  

Response: 

Southern California Edison will develop those procedures necessary to 

inusre proper operation, maintenance, surveillance, and periodic testing 
of the dedicated shutdown systen and components.  

At the time of this submittal, specific procedure changes have not oeen 

developed; however, a summary of the dedicated shutdown system 

procedures will be forwarded for review when available.  
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7.f. Question: 

Verify that the manpower required to perform the shutdown functions 

using the procedures of Item e as well as to provide fire Drigade 
members to fight the fire is available as required by the fire brigade 
Technical Specifications.  

Response: 

Shutdown Functions 

A time and manpower study is currently Deing performed to assess the 
manpower requirements for operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
Dedicated shutdown system procedures and detailed engineering for the 
dedicated safe shutdown system have not oeen finalized at the time of 
this submittal. The time and manpower study results will be forwarded 
upon finalizing the procedure, or at approximately 80% completion of 
the dedicated shutdown system engineering.  

Fire Department 

The Fire Department consists of professionally-trained, full-time 

personnel whose primary responsibility is fighting fires at San Onofre.  
The Fire Department is made up of a minimum of five on-duty Emergency 
Service Officers per shift. In addition, the Emergency Service Officers 
are certified by the Sate of California as fire fighters. Each Fire 
Department shift consists of one Captain, one Apparatus Engineer, and 
three Fire Fighters. Tne Supervisor of Fire Protection Services 
functions as the Fire Department Chief and his authority is passed on to 
the Assistant Chief or the on-shift Captain, in the event of his 
absence. During all fire emergencies the control room will respond with 

an Operator to coordinate with the Fire Department Chief and act as a 
technical advisor.  

Mutual Aid Agreement 

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station is situated on an 84-acre site 
on the Pacific Coast, about 2.5 miles south of the Orange/San Diego 
County Line. The site is on the U.S. Marine Corps Base at Camp 
Pendleton. Although the station is designed to be self-sufficient with 

respect to fire fighting activities, a mutual fire fighting assistance 
agreement has been executed with the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base.  

Communications with the Camp Pendleton Fire Department is provided by 
redundant and diverse communications systems.  
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7.g. Question: 

Provide a commitment to perform adequate acceptance tests of the 
alternative shutdown capability. These tests should verify that: 
equipment operates from the local control station when the transfer or 
isolation switch is placed in the "local" position and that the 
equipment cannot be operated from the Control Room; and that equipment 
operates from the Control Room but cannot be operated at the local 
control station when the transfer isolation switch is in the "remote" 
position.  

Response: 

Acceptance tests will be conducted to insure the dedicated shutdown 
system is properly isolated and local control is properly estaDlished.  
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7.h. Question: 

Provide Technical Specifications of the surveillance requirements and 
limiting conditions for operation for that equipment not already covered 

by existing Technical Specifications. For example, if new isolation and 

control switches are added to a shutdown system, the existing Technical 

Specification surveillance requirements should De supplemented to verify 

system/equipment functions from the alternate shutdown station at 
testing intervals consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 
1.22 and IEEE 338. Credit may be taken for other existing tests using 
group overlap test concepts.  

Response: 

Technical Specifications will be developed for the equipment associated 

with the Dedicated Shutdown System. These Technical Specifications 

will be forwarded as a License Amendment application as soon as available.  
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7.i. Question: 

For new equipment comprising the alternative shutdown capability, verify 
that the systems available are adequate to perform the necessary 
shutdown function. The functions required should De Dased on previous 

analyses, if possible (e.g., in the FSAR), such as a loss of normal AC 

power or shutdown on Group 1 isolation (BWR). The equipment required 
for the alternative capability should be the same or equivalent to that 
relied on in the above analysis.  

Response: 

In the design of the dedicated shutdown system, the expected performance 
objectives of the existing shutdown equipment and the new dedicated 
shutdown equipment were analyzed and changes made to the design wnere 
neeeded to meet the performance objectives. Bases on this analysis, the 
dedicated shutdown system incorporates the following capabilities: 

- Cold shutdown can be achieved and maintained using the steam 
generators for single phase cooldown.  

- Remote shutdown capability 

- Independently powered instruments and controls 

The conceptual design for the dedicated shutdown system was submitted to 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on April 24, 1984. Revision 1 to the 
conceptual design was submitted on May 21, 1985 in response to NRC 
questions.  

Enclosure 2 provides the current design description for the dedicated 
shutdown system.  
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7.j. Question: 

Verify that repair procedures for cold shutdown systems are developed 
and material for repairs is maintained onsite. Provide a summary of 
these procedures and a list of the material needed for repairs.  

Response: 

Repair procedures will be developed for: 

* Replenishing the dedicated shutdown system fuel oil supply from 
the existing diesel generator fuel oil storage tanks using a 
transfer pump and portable hoses.  

* Providing additional compressed air or nitrogen for the operation 
of instruments and air operated valves, using a portaDle air 
compressor or additional nitrogen supplies located onsite.  

These repairs will De required to proceed from hot shutdown to cold 
shutdown. Approximately 12 hours are required to achieve hot shutdown.  
The available supplies of fuel oil for the dedicated diesel generator is 
sufficient for approximately 17 hours of operation. The available 
supply of nitrogen is sufficient for approximately 20 hours of operation.  
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8.a. Question: 

List the system(s) or portions thereof used to provide the shutdown 

capability with the loss of offsite power.  

Response: 

The turbine deck contains the following portions of systems used to 
achieve hot standby or cold shutdown with loss of offsite power: 

Reactor Coolant System RCS) 

- Cable for the following components: 

* Pressurizer pressure transmitter 
* Primary system hot leg temperature transmitters 

Main Steam System (MSS) 

- Turbine stop valves 

- Cable for the following components: 

* Turbine stop valves 
* Steam generator level transmitters 

Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW) 

- Cable for the following components: 

* Motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Flow control valves 

Component Cooling Water System (CCW) 

- Cable for the following components: 

Thermal barrier pump 
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Diesel Generator System (DG) 

- Cable for the following components: 

* Exciter cabinet 2 

Essential Electric System 

* 120VAC vital bus 

Detailed information on the components and circuits located within the 

fire area/zone is contained in Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section 

III.G Compliance Evaluation.  
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8.b. Question 

For those systems identified in "a"l for which alternative or dedicated 
shutdown capability must De provided, list the equipment and components 
of the normal shutdown system in the fire area (power to what equipment, 
control of what components and instrumentation). Describe tne system(s) 
or portions thereof used to provide the alternative shutdown capability 
for the fire area and provide a table that lists the equipment and 

components of the alternative shutdown system for the fire area. For 
each alternative system, identify the function of the new circuits being 
provided. Identify the location (fire zone) of the alternative shutdown 

equipment and/or circuits that bypass the fire area and verify that 
the 

alternative shutdown equipment and/or circuits are separated from the 
fire in accordance with Section III.G.2.  

Response: 

In the event of damage to cables for the redundant primary system hot 

leg temperature instrumentation which are routed through this fire 
area/zone, alternative hot leg temperature indication is available 
through the use of the primary system delta T instruments in the control 

room, or the use of the hot leg temperature instruments at the dedicated 
shutdown panel.  

Enclosure 1, 10CFR50 Appendix R, Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 

provides the required information on the function and location of tne 

components and circuits of the normal shutdown systems, and identifies 

the portions of the dedicated or alternate shutdown system credited 
for 

a fire in this fire area/zone. Enclosure 2 provides the design 
description for the dedicated shutdown system components which are 
credited for a fire in this fire area/zone.  
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8.c. Question 

Provide drawings of the alternative shutdown system(s) which highlight 
any connections to the normal shutdown systems (P&IDs for piping and 
components, elementary wiring diagrams of electrical cabling). Show the 
electrical location of all breakers for power cables, and isolation 
devices for control and instrumentation circuits for the alternative 
shutdwn systems for that fire area.  

Response: 

In the event of damage to cables for the redundant primary system not 

leg temperature instrumentation which are routed tnrough this fire 
area/zone, alternative hot leg temperature indication is available 
through the use of the primary system delta T instruments in the control 
room, or the use of the hot leg temperature instruments at tne dedicated 
shutdown panel.  

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System 
provides information on the design of the dedicated shutdown system 
components which are credited for a fire in this fire area/zone.  
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8.d. Question 

Verify that changes to safety system will not degrade safety systems 

(e.g., new isolation switches and control switches should meet design 
criteria and standards in the FSAR for electrical equipment in the 

system that the switch is to be installed; cabinets that tne switches 
are to be mounted in should also meet the same criteria [FSAR] as otner 
safety-related cabinets and panels; to avoid inadvertent isolation from 
the Control Room, the isolation switches should be keylocked or alarmed 
in the Control Room if in the "local" or "isolated" position; periodic 
checks should be made to verify that the switch is in tne proper 
position for normal operation; and a single transfer switch or other new 
device should not be a source of a failure which causes loss of 
redundant safety systems).  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 
provides the detailed information on the design of the dedicated 
shutdown system which are credited for a fire in this fire area/zone.  

The use of the primary system delta T instruments as an alternate to the 
hot leg temperature indicators does not require any changes or 
modifications to safety systems.  
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8.e. Question: 

Verify that licensee procedures have Deen or will oe developed which 

describe the tasks to be performed to effect the shutdown metnod.  
Provide a summary of these procedures outlining operator actions.  

Response: 

Southern California Edison will develop those procedures necessary to 
inusre proper operation, maintenance, surveillance, and periodic testing 
of the dedicated shutdown system and components.  

At the time of this submittal, specific procedure changes have not been 
developed; however, a summary of the procedures for use of alternative 
or dedicated hot leg temperature instruments will be forwarded for 

review when availaDle.  
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8.f. Question: 

Verify that the manpower required to perform the shutdown functions 

using the procedures of Item e as well as to provide fire brigade 
members to fight the fire is available as required by the fire Drigade 
Technical Specifications.  

Response: 

Shutdown Functions 

A time and manpower study is currently Deing performed to assess the 

manpower requirements for operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
Dedicated shutdown system procedures and detailed engineering for the 
dedicated safe shutdown system have not been finalized at the time of 
this submittal. The time and manpower study results will be forwarded 
upon finalizing the procedure, or at approximately 80% completion of 
the dedicated shutdown system engineering.  

Fire Department 

The Fire Department consists of professionally-trained, full-time 

personnel whose primary responsibility is fighting fires at San Onofre.  
The Fire Department is made up of a minimum of five on-duty Emergency 
Service Officers per shift. In addition, the Emergency Service Ufficers 
are certified by the Sate of California as fire fighters. Each Fire 

Department shift consists of one Captain, one Apparatus Engineer, and 
three Fire Fighters. The Supervisor of Fire Protection Services 
functions as the Fire Department Chief and his authority is passed on to 
the Assistant Chief or the on-shift Captain, in the event of his 
absence. During all fire emergencies the control room will respond with 

an Operator to coordinate with the Fire Department Chief and act as a 
technical advisor.  

Mutual Aid Agreement 

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station is situated on an 84-acre site 
on the Pacific Coast, about 2.5 miles south of the Orange/San Diego 
County Line. The site is on the U.S. Marine Corps Base at Camp 
Pendleton. Although the station is designed to oe self-sufficient with 

respect to fire fighting activities, a mutual fire fighting assistance 
agreement has been executed with the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base.  

Communications with the Camp Pendleton Fire Department is provided by 
redundant and diverse communications systems.  
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8.g. Question: 

Provide a commitment to perform adequate acceptance tests of the 
alternative shutdown capability. These tests should verify that: 

equipment operates from the local control station when the transfer or 
isolation switch is placed in the "local" position and that the 

equipment cannot be operated from the Control Room; and that equipment 
operates from the Control Room but cannot be operated at the local 
control station when the transfer isolation switch is in the "remote" 
position.  

Response: 

Acceptance tests will be conducted to insure the dedicated shutdown 

system is properly isolated and local control is properly established.  

The use of the primary systen delta T instruments as an alternate to the 
hot leg tenperature indicators does not require any cnanges or 
modifications to safety systems. No acceptance tests are required.  
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8.h. Question: 

Provide Technical Specifications of the surveillance requirements and 

limiting conditions for operation for that equipment not already covered 

by existing Technical Specifications. For example, if new isolation and 

control switches are added to a shutdown system, the existing Technical 

Specification surveillance requirements should be supplemented to verify 

system/equipment functions from the alternate shutdown station at 
testing intervals consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 
1.22 and IEEE 338. Credit may De taken for other existing tests using 
group overlap test concepts.  

Response: 

Technical Specifications will be developed for the equipment associated 

with the Dedicated Shutdown System. These Technical Specifications 

will be forwarded as a License Amendment application as soon as available.  
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8.i. Question: 

For new equipment comprising the alternative shutdown capability, verify 
that the systems available are adequate to perform the necessary 
shutdown function. The functions required should be based on previous 

analyses, if possible (e.g., in the FSAR), such as a loss of normal AC 

power or shutdown on Group 1 isolation (BWR). The equipment required 
for the alternative capability should be the same or equivalent to that 
relied on in the above analysis.  

Response: 

The conceptual design for the dedicated shutdown system was suomitted to 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on April 24, 1984. Revision 1 to the 
conceptual design was submitted on May 21, 1985 in response to NRC 

questions. Enclosure 2 provides the current design description for the 
dedicated shutdown system.  

No new equipment is required to allow the use of the primary system 
delta T instruments as an alternate to the hot leg temperature 
instruments.  
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8.j. Question: 

Verify that repair procedures for cold shutdown systems are developed 
and material for repairs is maintained onsite. Provide a summary of 
these procedures and a list of the material needed for repairs.  

Response: 

Repair procedures will not be required to achieve cold shutdown for a 
fire in this fire area/zone.  
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9.a. Question: 

List the system(s) or portions thereof used to provide the shutdown 

capability with the loss of offsite power.  

Response: 

The 4160V switchgear room contains the following portions of systems 
used to achieve hot standby or cold shutdown with loss of offsite power: 

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Reactor protection system trip circuits 
* PORVs 
* Block valves 
* Pressurizer heaters 
* Source range monitors 
* Pressurizer level transmitters 
* Pressurizer pressure transmitter 
* Primary system temperature transmitters 

Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Charging pumps and associated support equipment 
* Charging RWST isolation valves 
* RWST isolation valve 
* Charging Loop A control valves 
* Seal injection flow control valves 
* Reactor coolant pump seal flow pressure transmitters 
* Charging flow control valves 
* Charging Loop A flow transmitter 
* Reactor coolant pump seal water return control valves 

Main Steam System (MSS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Atmospheric steam dump valves 
* Steam generator level transmitters 
* Main steam header pressure transmitter 
* -Turbine stop valves 
* Reheater isolation valves 
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Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump and associated discharge 
control valve.  

Component Cooling Water System (CCW) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Component cooling water pump 
* CCW heat exchanger isolation valve 
* Thermal barrier pump 
* Thermal barrier outlet valves 
* CCW to RHR heat exchanger flow contro.1 valves 

Saltwater Cooling System (SWC) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Saltwater cooling pumps 

Containment Ventilation System (CVS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Reactor cavity cooling fan and associated damper 

Residual Heat Removal System (RHR) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Residual heat removal pump 
* Residual heat removal inlet isolation valve 
* residual heat removal discharge isolation valve 
* RHR heat exchanger isolation valve 
* RHR inlet/discharge temperature transmitters 
* RHR flow control valve 

Diesel Generator System 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Diesel generators and associated support equipment.  
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Gaseous Nitrogen System (GNI) 

- Cables for the following components: 

PORV nitrogen control valve 

Essential Electric System 

- 4160V buses 

480V switchgear 

- 480V motor control centers 

- Cables for the following components: 

* 4160V buses 
* 480V switchgear 
* 480V motor control centers 
* 120V vital buses 
* 125VDC switchgear 

Detailed information on the components and circuits located within tne 
fire area/zone is contained in Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section 
III.G Compliance Evaluation.  
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9.b. Question 

For those systems identified in "a" for which alternative or dedicated 
shutdown capability must be provided, list the equipment and components 
of the normal shutdown system in the fire area (power to what equipment, 
control of what components and instrumentation). Describe the system(s) 
or portions thereof used to provide the alternative shutdown capability 
for the fire area and provide a table that lists the equipoment and 
components of the alternative shutdown system for the fire area. For 
each alternative system, identify the function of the new circuits Deing 
provided. Identify the location (fire zone) of the alternative shutdown 
equipment and/or circuits that bypass the fire area and verify that the 
alternative shutdown equipoment and/or circuits are separated from the 
fire in accordance with Section III.G.2.  

Response: 

Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 
provides the required information on the function and location of the 
components and circuits of the normal shutdown systems, and identifies 

the portions of the dedicated shutdown system credited for a fire in 
this fire area/zone.  

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 
provides a general description of the dedicated shutdown system. The 

design description includes the scnematic flow diagrams, the electrical 
one line diagram, and the electrical block diagram which detail the 

operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  

The equipment and circuits for the dedicated shutdown system are 

independent of the fire area/zone.  
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9.c. Question 

Provide drawings of the alternative shutdown system(s) which highlight 
any connections to the normal shutdown systems (P&IDs for piping and 
components, elementary wiring diagrams of electrical cabling). Show the 
electrical location of all breakers for power cables, and isolation 
devices for control and instrumentation circuits for the alternative 
shutdwn systems for that fire area.  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 

provides schematic flow diagrams which highlight the connections of the 
dedicated shutdown system to the normal shutdown systems. The design 
description also includes the electrical one line and electrical olock 
diagrams for the dedicated shutdown system, whicn show the isolation 
devices for the dedicated shutdown system operation of components which 
are also powered from the normal power sources. Breaker locations are 
not detailed as the normal power sources for the site are deenergized 
prior to the initiation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
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9.d. Question 

Verify that changes to safety system will not degrade safety systems 

(e.g., new isolation switches and control switches should meet design 
criteria and standards in the FSAR for electrical equipment in the 

system that the switch is to be installed; cabinets that the switches 
are to be mounted in should also meet the same criteria [FSAR] as other 

safety-related cabinets and panels; to avoid inadvertent isolation fron 
the Control Room, the isolation switches should be keylocked or alarmed 
in the Control Room if in the "local" or "isolated" position; periodic 
checks should be made to verify that the switch is in the proper 
position for normal operation; and a single transfer switch or other new 
device should not be a source of a failure which causes loss of 
redundant safety systems).  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 

provides the detailed information on the design of the dedicated 
shutdown system. The dedicated shutdown system design criteria require 
that all changes to existing systems oe incorporated using devices fo 

equal design and standards, and that isolation devices De padlocKed to 

avoid inadvertent isolation of normally operating systems and/or 
facilities.  

The dedicated shutdown design criteria also require that no iunaividual 
transfer switch or other dedicated shutdown system device will 

compromise the redundancy of existing safety systems. The following 
components interface directly with existing normal shutdown systems and 
are isolated via a transfer switch or a comoination starter/Dreaker.  

Component Isolation Device 

Charging pump G-8A Transfer switch A-4SI 

Charging pump lube oil fan Transfer switch B-31 
Pressurizer heater group 0 Transfer switch 6-32 

MCC 2A with SIS/LOP control Comoination starter/breaKer 
MCC B-30 Manual transfer switch 

Administrative procedures will be established for the surveillance of 

the dedicated shutdown system components.  
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9.e. Question: 

Verify that licensee procedures have been or will be developed which 
describe the tasks to be performed to effect the shutdown method.  
Provide a summary of these procedures outlining operator actions.  

Response: 

Southern California Edison will develop those procedures necessary to 
inusre proper operation, maintenance, surveillance, and periodic testing 
of the dedicated shutdown system and components.  

At the time of this suomittal, specific procedure changes have not been 
developed; however, a summary of the the dedicated shutdown system 
procedures will be forwarded for review when available.  
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9.f. Question: 

Verify that the manpower required to perform the snutdown functions 

using the procedures of Item e as well as to provide fire brigade 
members to fight the fire is available as required by the fire brigade 
Technical Specifications.  

Response: 

Shutdown Functions 

A time and manpower study is currently being performed to assess the 
manpower requirements for operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
Dedicated shutdown system procedures and detailed engineering for the 
dedicated safe shutdown system have not been finalized at the time of 
this submittal. The time and manpower study results will be forwarded 

upon finalizing the procedure, or at approximately 80% completion of 

the dedicated shutdown system engineering.  

Fire Department 

The Fire Department consists of professionally-trained, full-time 
personnel whose primary responsiDility is fighting fires at San Onofre.  
The Fire Department is made up of a minimum of five on-duty Emergency 
Service Officers per shift. In addition, the Emergency Service Officers 
are certified by the Sate of California as fire fighters. Each Fire 

Department shift consists of one Captain, one Apparatus Engineer, and 
three Fire Fighters. The Supervisor of Fire Protection Services 
functions as the Fire Department Chief and his authority is passed on to 
the Assistant Chief or the on-shift Captain, in the event of his 
absence. During all fire emergencies the control room will respond with 

an Operator to coordinate with the Fire Department Chief and act as a 
technical advisor.  

Mutual Aid Agreement 

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station is situated on an 84-acre site 
on the Pacific Coast, about 2.5 miles south of the Orange/San Diego 
County Line. The site is on the U.S. Marine Corps Base at Camp 
Pendleton. Although the station is designed to be self-sufficient witn 

respect to fire fighting activities, a mutual fire fighting assistance 

agreement has been executed with the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps aase.  

Communications with the Camp Pendleton Fire Department is provided by 
redundant and diverse communications systems.  
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9.g. Question: 

Provide a commitment to perform adequate acceptance tests of the 
alternative shutdown capability. These tests should verify that: 
equipment operates from the local control station when the transfer or 
isolation switch is placed in the "local" position and that the 
equipment cannot be operated from the Control Room; and that equipment 
operates from the Control Room but cannot be operated at the local 
control station when the transfer isolation switch is in the "remote" 
position.  

Response: 

Acceptance tests will be conducted to insure the dedicated snutdown 
system is properly isolated and local control is properly established.  
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9.h. Question: 

Provide Technical Specifications of the surveillance requirements and 

limiting conditions for operation for that equipment not already covered 

by existing Technical Specifications. For example, if new isolation and 

control switches are added to a shutdown system, the existing Technical 

Specification surveillance requirements should be supplemented to verify 

system/equipment functions from the alternate shutdown station at 

testing intervals consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 
1.22 and IEEE 338. Credit may De taken for Other existing tests using 
group overlap test concepts.  

Response: 

Technical Specifications will be developed for the equipment associated 

with the Dedicated Shutdown System. These Technical Specifications 

will be forwarded as a License Amendment application 
as soon as available.  
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9.1. Question: 

For new equipment comprising the alternative shutdown capability, verify 

that the systems available are adequate to perform the necessary 
shutdown function. The functions required should De Dased on previous 

analyses, if possiole (e.g., in the FSAR), such as a loss of normal AC 

power or shutdown on Group 1 isolation (BWR). The equipment required 

for the alternative capability should be the same or equivalent to that 
relied on in the above analysis.  

Response: 

In the design of the dedicated shutdown system, the expected performance 

objectives of the existing shutdown equipment and the new 
dedicated 

shutdown equipment were analyzed and changes made to the design where 
neeeded to meet the performance objectives. Bases on this analysis, the 
dedicated shutdown system incorporates the following capabilities: 

- Cold shutdown can be achieved and maintained using the steam 

generators for single pnase cooldown.  

- Remote shutdown capability 

- Independently powered instruments and controls 

The conceptual design for the dedicated shutdown system was SUDmitted 
to 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on April 24, 1984. Revision 1 to the 

conceptual design was submitted on May 21, 1985 in response to NRC 

questions.  

Enclosure 2 provides the current design description for the dedicated 

shutdown system.  
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4160V Switchgear Room - Fire Area/Zone 1-PB-14-8 

9.j. Question: 

Verify that repair procedures for cold shutdown systems are developed 
and material for repairs is maintained onsite. Provide a summary of 
these procedures and a list of the material needed for repairs.  

Response: 

Repair procedures will oe developed for: 

* Replenishing the dedicated shutdown system fuel oil supply from 
tne existing diesel generator fuel oil storage tanks using a 
transfer pump and portaDle hoses.  

* Providing additional compressed air or nitrogen for the operation 
of instruments and air operated valves, using a portable air 

compressor or additional nitrogen supplies located onsite.  

These repairs will be required to proceed from hot shutdown to cold 

shutdown. Approximately 12 hours are required to achieve hot snutdown.  

The available supplies of fuel oil for the dedicated diesel generator is 

sufficient for approximately 17 hours of operation. The available 

supply of nitrogen is sufficient for approximately 
20 hours of operation.  
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Control Room Complex - Fire Area/Zone 1-PB-42-16 

1O.a. Question: 

List the system(s) or portions thereof used to provide the snutdown 

capability with the loss of offsite power.  

Response: 

The control room complex contains the following portions of systems used 
to achieve hot standby or cold shutdown with loss of offsite power: 

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* PORVs 
* Block valves 
* Pressurizer heaters 
* Source range monitors 

Pressurizer level transmitters 
* Pressurizer pressure transmitter 
* Primary system temperature transmitters 
* Reactor protection system trip circuits 

Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Charging pumps and associated support equipment 
* Charging RWST isolation valves 
* RWST isolation valve 
* Charging Loop A control valves 
* Charging flow control valve 
* Charging loop A flow transmitter 
* Seal injection flow control valves 
* Reactor coolant pump seal flow pressure transmitters 
* Reactor coolant pump seal water return control valve 

Main Steam System (MSS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Atmospheric steam dump valves 
* Steam generator level transmitters 
* Main steam header pressure transmitter 
* Turbine stop valves 
* Reheater isolation valves 
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Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Motor driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Flow control valves 

Component Cooling Water System (CCW) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Component cooling water pump 
* CCW heat exchanger isolation valves 
* Thermal barrier pump 
* Thermal barrier outlet valves 
* CCW to RHR heat exchanger flow control valves 

Saltwater Cooling System (SWC) 

- Cables for the following components: 

Saltwater cooling pumps 

Residual Heat Removal System (RHR) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Residual heat removal pump 
* Residual heat removal inlet isolation valve 
* residual heat removal discharge isolation valve 
* RHR heat exchanger isolation valve 
* RHR inlet and discharge temperature transmitters 
* RHR flow control valve 

Diesel Generator System 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Diesel generators and associated support equipment.  

Gaseous Nitrogen System (GNI) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* PORV nitrogen supply control valve 
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Essential Electric System 

- 120VAC vital buses 

- Cables for the following components: 

* 4160V buses 
* 480V switchgear 
* 480V motor control centers 
* 120V vital buses 

Detailed information on the components and circuits locatea within the 
fire area/zone is contained in Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section 
III.G Compliance Evaluation.  
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10.b. Question 

For those systems identified in "a" for which alternative or dedicated 

shutdown capability must be provided, list the equipment and components 

of the normal shutdown system in the fire area (power to what equipment, 
control of what components and instrumentation). Describe the system(s) 

or portions thereof used to provide the alternative shutdown capability 
for the fire area and provide a table that lists the equipoment and 

components of the alternative shutdown system for the fire area. For 

each alternative system, identify the function of the new circuits being 

provided. Identify the location (fire zone) of the alternative shutdown 

equipment and/or circuits that bypass the fire area and 
verify that the 

alternative shutdown equipoment and/or circuits are separated from the 

fire in accordance with Section III.G.2.  

Response: 

Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 

provides the required information on the function and location 
of the 

components and circuits of the normal shutdown systems and identifies 

the portions of the dedicated shutdown system credited for a 
fire in 

this fire area/zone.  

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 

provides a general description of the dedicated shutdown 
system. The 

design description includes the schematic flow diagrams, the 
electrical 

one line diagram, and the electrical block diagram which detail the 

operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  

The equipment and circuits for the dedicated shutdown system are 

independent of the fire area/zone.  
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1O.c. Question 

Provide drawings of the alternative shutdown system(s) which highlight 

any connections to the normal shutdown systems (P&IDs for piping and 

components, elementary wiring diagrams of electrical cabling). 
Show tne 

electrical location of all breakers for power cables, and isolation 

devices for control and instrumentation circuits for the alternative 

shutdwn systems for that fire area.  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System, 

provides schematic flow diagrams which highlight the connections 
of the 

dedicated shutdown system to the normal shutdown systems. The design 
description also includes the electrical one line and electrical blocK 

diagrams for the dedicated shutdown system, which show the 
isolation 

devices for the dedicated shutdown system operation of components 
which 

are also powered from the normal power sources. BreaKer locations are 

not detailed as the normal power sources for the site are deenergized 

prior to the initiation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
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10.d. _quetio~n 

Verify that changes to safety system will not degrade safety systems 

(e.g., new isolation switches and control switches should meet 
design 

criteria and standards in the FSAR for electrical equipment 
in the 

system that the switch is to be installed; cabinets 
that the switches 

are to be mounted in should also meet the same criteria [FSAKJ as other 

safety-related cabinets and panels; to avoid inadvertent isolation 
from 

the Control Room, the isolation switches should De keylocked or alarmed 

in the Control Room if in the "local" or "isolated" position; 
periodic 

checks should be made to verify that the switch is in the proper 

position for normal operation; and a single transfer switch or other new 

device should not be a source of a failure which causes loss of 

redundant safety systems).  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown System,

provides the detailed information on the design of 
the dedicated 

shutdown system. The dedicated shutdown system design criteria require 

that all changes to existing systems be incorporated using devices 
fo 

equal design and standards, and that isolation devices 
be padlocked to 

avoid inadvertent isolation of normally operating systems and/or 

facilities.  

The dedicated shutdown design criteria also require that no 
iundividual 

transfer switch or other dedicated shutdown system device will 

compromise the redundancy of existing safety systems. The following 

components interface directly with existing normal 
snutdown systems and 

are isolated via a transfer switch or a combination starter/breaKer.  

Component Isolation Device 

Charging pump G-8A Transfer switch A-451 

Charging pump lube oil fan Transfer switch B-31 
Pressurizer heater group D Transfer switch B-32 
MCC 2A with SIS/LOP control Combination starter/breaker 
MCC B-30 Manual transfer switch 

Administrative procedures will be established for the surveillance of 

the dedicated shutdown system components.  
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1O.e. Question: 

Verify that licensee procedures have been or will be developed which 

describe the tasks to be performed to effect the shutdown method.  

Provide a summary of these procedures outlining operator actions.  

Response: 

Southern California Edison will develop those procedures necessary to 

inusre proper operation, maintenance, surveillance, and periodic testing 

of the dedicated shutdown system and components.  

At the time of this submittal, specific procedure cnanges nave not been 

developed; however, a summary of the dedicated snutdown system 

procedures will be forwarded for review when available.  
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10.f. Question: 

Verify that the manpower required to perform the shutdown functions 

using the procedures of Item e as well as to provide fire brigade 
members to fight the fire is availaole as required by the fire brigade 
Technical Specifications.  

Response: 

Shutdown Functions 

A time and manpower study is currently being performed to assess the 

manpower requirements for operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  

Dedicated shutdown system procedures and detailed engineering for 
the 

dedicated safe shutdown system have not been finalized at the time 
of 

this submittal. The time and manpower study results will be forwarded 

upon finalizing the procedure, or at approximately 80% completion of 

the dedicated shutdown system engineering.  

Fire Department 

The Fire Department consists of professionally-trained, full-time 

personnel whose primary responsibility is fighting fires at San 
Onofre.  

The Fire Department is made up of a minimum of five on-duty Emergency 
Service Officers per shift. In addition, the Emergency Service Officers 

are certified by the Sate of California as fire fighters. Each Fire 

Department shift consists of one Captain, one Apparatus Engineer, 
and 

three Fire Fighters. The Supervisor of Fire Protection Services 

functions as the Fire Department Chief and his authority is 
passed on to 

the Assistant Chief or the on-shift Captain, in the event of 
his 

absence. During all fire emergencies the control room will respond with 

an Operator to coordinate with the Fire Department Cnief 
and act as a 

technical advisor.  

Mutual Aid Agreement 

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station is situated on an 84-acre site 

on the Pacific Coast, about 2.5 miles south of the Orange/San Diego.  

County Line. The site is on the U.S. Marine Corps Base at Camp 
Pendleton. Although the station is designed to be self-sufficient witn 

respect to fire fighting activities, a mutual fire fighting assistance 

agreement has been executed with the Camp Pendleton 
Marine Corps Base.  

Communications with the Camp Pendleton Fire Department is provided Dy 

redundant and diverse communications systems.  
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10.g. Question: 

Provide a commitment to perform adequate acceptance tests of the 

alternative shutdown capability. These tests should verify that: 

equipment operates from the local control station when the transfer or 

isolation switch is placed in the "local" position and that the 

equipment cannot be operated from the Control Room; and that equipment 

operates from the Control Room but cannot De operated at the local 

control station when the transfer isolation switch is in the "remote" 

position.  

Response: 

Acceptance tests will be conducted to insure the dedicated shutdown 

system is properly isolated and local control is properly established.  
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10.h. Question: 

Provide Technical Specifications of the surveillance requirements and 

limiting conditions for operation for that equipment not already covered 

by existing Technical Specifications. For example, if new isolation ana 

control switches are added to a shutdown system, the existing Technical 

Specification surveillance requirements should be supplemented to verify 

system/equipment functions from the alternate shutdown station at 

testing intervals consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 

1.22 and IEEE 338. Credit may be taken for other existing tests using 
group overlap test concepts.  

Response: 

Technical Specifications will be developed for the equipment associated 
with the Dedicated Shutdown System. These Technical Specifications 
will be forwarded as a License Amendment application as soon as available.  
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10.i. Question: 

For new equipment comprising the alternative shutdown capability, verify 
that the systems availaDle are adequate to perform the necessary 
shutdown function. The functions required should be based on previous 

analyses, if possible (e.g., in the FSAR), such as a loss of normal AC 

power or shutdown on Group 1 isolation (BWR). The equipment required 

for the alternative capability should be the same or equivalent to that 

relied on in the above analysis.  

Response: 

In the design of the dedicated shutdown system, the expected performance 

objectives of the existing shutdown equipment and the new dedicated 

shutdown equipment were.analyzed and changes made to the design wnere 

neeeded to meet the performance objectives. bases on tis analysis, the 
dedicated shutdown system incorporates the following capabilities: 

- Cold shutdown can De achieved and maintained using the steam 

generators for single phase cooldown.  

- Remote shutdown capability

- Independently powered instruments and controls 

The conceptual design for the dedicated shutdown system was submitted to 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on April 24, 1984. Revision 1 to the 

conceptual design was submitted on May 21, 1985 in response to NRC 

questions.  

Enclosure 2 provides the current design description for the dedicated 

shutdown system.  
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10.j. Question: 

Verify that repair procedures for cold shutdown systems are developed 

and material for repairs is maintained onsite. Provide a summary of 

these procedures and a list of the material needed for repairs.  

Response: 

Repair procedures will be developed for: 

* Replenishing the dedicated shutdown system fuel oil supply from 
the existing diesel generator fuel oil storage tanks using a 
transfer pump and portaole hoses.  

* Providing additional compressed air or nitrogen for the operation 

of instruments and air operated valves, using a portable air 

compressor or additional nitrogen supplies located onsite.  

These repairs will be required to proceed from hot shutdown to cold 

shutdown. Approximately 12 hours are required to achieve hot shutdown.  

The available supplies of fuel oil for the dedicated diesel generator is 

sufficient for approximately 17 hours of operation. The available 

supply of nitrogen is sufficient for approximately 20 nours of operation.  
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Power Block Roof - Fire Area/Zone 1-PB-56-33 

ll.a. Question: 

List the system(s) or portions thereof used to provide the shutdown 

capability with the loss of offsite power.  

Response: 

The power block roof contains the following portions of systems used to 
achieve hot standby or cold shutdown with loss of offsite power: 

Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Primary system hot leg temperature transmitters 
* Pressurizer pressure transmitter 

Main Steam System (MSS) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Steam generator level transmitters 

Auxiliary Feedwater System (AFW) 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Steam driven auxiliary feedwater pump 
* Flow control valves 

Diesel Generator System 

- Cables for the following components: 

* Exciter cabinet 2 
* Diesel generator 2 local control panel 

Essential Electric System 

- Cables for the following components: 

* 120VAC vital buses 

Detailed information on the components and circuits located witnin the 

fire area/zone is contained in Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section 

III.G Compliance Evaluation.  
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Power Block Roof - Fire Area/Zone 1-PB-56-33 

11.b. Question 

For those systems identified in "a" for which alternative or dedicated 
shutdown capability must be provideo, list the equipment and components 
of the normal shutoown system in the fire area (power to what equipment, 
control of what components and instrumentation). Describe the system(s) 
or portions thereof used to provice the alternative shutdown capability 
for the fire area and provide a table that lists the equipment and 
components of the alternative shutdown system for the fire area. For 
each alternative system, identify the function of the new circuits being 
provided. Identify the location (fire zone) of the alternative shutdown 
equipment and/or circuits that bypass the fire area and verify that the 
alternative shutdown equipment and/or circuits are separated from the 
fire in accordance with Section III.G.2.  

Response: 

In the event of damage to cables for the redundant primary system hot 
leg temperture instrumentation which are routed through this fire 
area/zone, alternative hot leg temperature indication is available 
through the use of the primary system delta T instruments in the control 
room, or the use of the hot leg temperature instruments at the dedicated 
shutdown panel.  

Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 
provides the required information on the function and location of the 
components and circuits of the normal shutdown systems and icenitifies 
the portions of the cedicated or alternate shutdown system creditea for 
a fire in this fire area/zone. Enclosure 2 provides the design 
information on the oedicatea shutdown system components crecited for a 
fire in this fire area/zone.  
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ll.c. Question 

Provide drawings of the alternative shutdown system(s) which highlight 

any connections to the normal shutdown systems (P&IDs for piping and 
components, elementary wiring diagrams of electrical cabling). Show the 

electrical location of all breakers for power cables, and isolation 
devices for control and instrumentation circuits for the alternative 
shutdwn systems for that fire area.  

Response: 

In the event of damage to cables for the redundant primary system hot 

leg temperture instrumentation which are routed through this fire 

area/zone, alternative not leg temperature indication is availaole 
through the use of the primary system delta T instruments in the control 

room, or the use of the hot leg temperature instruments at the dedicated 

shutdown panel.  

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown Systen, 

provides the detailed information on the dedicated shutdown system 

components credited for a fire in this fire area/zone.  
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GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Power Block Roof - Fire Area/Zone 1-PB-56-33 

ll.d. Question 

Verify that changes to safety system will not degrade safety systems 

(e.g., new isolation switches and control switches should meet design 
criteria and standards in the FSAR for electrical equipment in the 

system that the switch is to be installed; cabinets that the switches 

are to be mounted in should also meet the same criteria [FSAR] as other 

safety-related cabinets and panels; to avoid inadvertent isolation from 

the Control Room, the isolation switcnes snould be KeyloCked or alarmed 

in the Control Room if in the "local" or "isolated" position; periodic 
checks should be made to verify that the switch is in tne proper 

position for normal operation; and a single transfer switch or other new 

device should not be a source of a failure whicn causes loss of 

redundant safety systems).  

Response: 

Enclosure 2, Design Description for the Dedicated Safe Shutdown Systan, 

provides information on the design of the dedicated shutdown system 

components which are credited for a fire in this fire area/zone.  

The use of the primary system delta T instruments as an alternate to the 

hot leg temperature indicators does not require any changes or 

modifications to safety systems.  
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Power Block Roof - Fire Area/Zone l-PB-56-33 

ll.e. Question: 

Verify that licensee procedures have been or will be developed wnich 

describe the tasks to be performed to effect the shutdown method.  

Provide a summary of these procedures outlining operator actions.  

Response: 

Southern California Edison will develop those procedures necessary to 

insure proper operation, maintenance, surveillance, and periodic testing 
of the dedicated shutdown system components.  

At the time of this submittal, specific procedure changes have not Deen 

developed; however, a summary of the procedures for use of alternative 

or dedicated hot leg temperature instruments will be forwarded for 
review when availaDle.  
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Power Block Roof - Fire Area/Zone -PB-56-33 

ll.f. Question: 

Verify that the manpower required to perform the shutdown functions 

using the procedures of Item e as well as to provide fire brigade 
members to fight the fire is available as required by the fire brigade 
Technical -Specifications.  

Response: 

Shutdown Functions 

A time and manpower study is currently being performed to assess the 

manpower requirements for operation of the dedicated shutdown system.  
Dedicated shutdown system procedures and detailed engineering for the 

dedicated safe shutdown system have not been finalized at tne time of 

this submittal. The time and manpower study results will be forwarded 
upon finalizing the procedure, or at approximately 80% completion of 
the dedicated shutdown system engineering.  

Fire Department 

The Fire Department consists of professionally-trained, full-time 
personnel whose primary responsibility is fighting fires at San Onofre.  
The Fire Department is made up of a minimum of five on-duty Emergency 
Service Officers per shift. In addition, the Emergency Service Officers 

are certified by the Sate of California as fire fighters. Each Fire 

Department shift consists of one Captain, one Apparatus Engineer, and 
three Fire Fighters. The Supervisor of Fire Protection Services 

functions as the Fire Department Chief and his authority is passed on to 

the Assistant Chief or the on-shift Captain, in the event of his 

absence. During all fire emergencies the control room will respond with 

an Operator to coordinate with the Fire Department Chief and act 
as a 

technical advisor.  

Mutual Aid Agreement 

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station is situated on an 84-acre site 

on the Pacific Coast, about 2.5 miles south of the Orange/San Diego 
County Line. The site is on the U.S. Marine Corps Base at Camp 
Pendleton. Although the station is designed to be self-sufficient with 

respect to fire fighting activities, a mutual fire fighting assistance 

agreement has been executed with the Camp Pendleton Marine Corps Base.  

Communications with the Camp Pendleton Fire Uepartment is provided by 
redundant and diverse communications systems.  
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1l.g. Question: 

Provide a commitment to perform adequate acceptance tests of the 

alternative shutdown capability. These tests should verify that: 

equipment operates from the local control station when the transfer or 

isolation switch is placed in the "local" position and that the 

equipment cannot be operated from the Control Room; and that equipment 
operates from the Control Room but cannot oe operated at the local 
control station when the transfer isolation switch is in the "remote" 

position.  

Response: 

The use of the primary system delta T instruments as an alternate to the 

hot leg temperature indicators does not require any changes or 
modifications to safety systems. No acceptance tests are required for 

the use of these instruments.  

Acceptance tests will be conducted to insure the dedicated shutdown 

system instruments are operaDle and are properly isolated.  
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ll.h. Question: 

Provide Technical Specifications of the surveillance requirements and 
limiting conditions for operation for that equipment not already covered 

Dy existing Technical Specifications. For example, if new isolation and 
control switches are added to a shutdown system, the existing Technical 

Specification surveillance requirements should be supplemented to verify 

system/equipment functions from the alternate shutdown station at 
testing intervals consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 
1.22 and IEEE 338. Credit may be taken for other existing tests using 

group overlap test concepts.  

Response: 

Technical Specifications will be developed for the equipment associated 
with the Dedicated Shutdown System. These Technical Specifications ' 
will be forwarded as a License Amendment application as soon as available.  
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ll.i. Question: 

For new equipment comprising the alternative shutdown capaDility, verify 
that the systems availaole are adequate to perform the necessary 
shutdown function. The functions required should be Dased on previous 

analyses, if possible (e.g., in the FSAR), sucn as a loss of normal AC 

power or shutdown on Group 1 isolation (BwR). The equipment required 

for the alternative capability should be the same or equivalent to that 

relied on in the above analysis.  

Response: 

The conceptual design for the dedicated shutdown system was submitted to 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission on April 24, 1984. Revision 1 to the 

conceptual design was submitted on May 21, 1985 in response to NRC 

questions. Enclosure 2 provides the current design description for the 

dedicated shutdown system.  

No new equipment is required to allow the use of the primary system 
delta T instruments as an alternate to the hot leg temperature 

instruments.  
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ll.j. Question: 

Verify that repair procedures for cold shutdown systems are developed 
and material for repairs is maintained onsite. Provide a summary of 
these procedures and a list of the material needed for repairs.  

Response: 

Repair procedures will not oe required to achieve cold shutdown for a 

fire in this fire area/zone.  
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SAN ONUFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 61-12 RESPONSE 

Associated Circuits of Concern 

1. Question: 

Systems Approach 

For each area where an alternative or dedicated shutdown method, in 
accordance with Section III.G.3 of Appendix R is provided, the following 
information is required to demonstrate that associated circuits will not 
prevent operation or cause maloperation of the alternative or dedicated 
shutdown method.  

Pesponse: 

The methodology for the analysis of associated circuits due to common 
power supply, common enclosure, and spurious operation is detailed in the 
methodology section of Enclosure 1, 10CFR50 Appendix R, Section III.G 
Compliance Evaluation.  

Circuits whose spurious operation would adversely affect safe shutdown 
were analyzed by identifying the circuits required for the operation of 
each component required for hot standby, cold shutoown, high/low pressure 
interface, spurious operation (boundary component), or alternate or 
deaicated shutdown. Each circuit was then analyzed to determine how the 
failure of the circuit would affect the operation of the component. The 
results of this evaluation arE cocumented by component in the Circuit 
Analysis, Impell Corporation Calculation 031L-064-701.  

The 10CFR5O Appenaix R, Section I1I.G Conpliance Evaluation, Enclosure 1, 
reviews the circuit analysis for all components routed through the fire 
area/zone to determine the effects of the fire on safe shutdown 
capability.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Associated Circuits of Concern 

1.a Cestion: 

Describe the methodology used to assess the potential of associated 
circuit adversely affecting the alternative or dedicated shutdown. The 
description of the methodology should include the methods used to 
identify the circuits which share a common power supply or a common 
enclosure with the alternative or dedicated shutdown system and the 
circuits whose spurious operation would affect shutdown. Additionally, 
the description should include the methods used to identify if these 
circuits are associated circuits of concerns due to their location in 
the fire area.  

Response: 

Associatea circuits due to a common power supply were analyzeo on a 
systems approach basis by evaluating all buses which supply power to 
equipment required for hot standby, cold shutdown, or alternate shutdown 
for roper coordination. The results of this evaluation are documented 
in te Breaker Coordination Analysis, Impell Corporation Report 
No. 01-0310-1432, Revision 0. This report also documents the high 
impedance fault analysis of the 416OVAC, 480VAC and 125VDC buses. The 
high impedance fault analysis of the 120VAC system will be addressed at 
a future date.  

Associated circuits due to common enclosure will not endanger safe 
shutdown as: 

- All circuits at San Onofre uticlear Generating Station Unit 1 are 

provided with proper fuse or breaker protection per the applicable 
industry codes.  

- All cable trays will be fire sealed or fire stopped at fire 
area/zone boundaries.  

Circuits whose spurious operation would adversely affect safe shutdown 
were analyzed by identifying the circuits required for the operation of 
each component required for hot stAndby, cold shutdown, highilow 
pressure interface, spurious operation (boundary component), or 
alternate or aedicated shutaown. Each circuit was then analyzeo to 
determine how the failure of the circuit would affect the operation of 
the component. The results of this evaluation are documented by 
component in the Circuit Analysis, Impell Corporation Calculation 
0316-064-701.  

The 10CFR50 Appendix R, Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 
Enclosure 1, reviews the circuit analysis for all components routed 
through the fire area/zone to determine the effects of the fire on safe 
shutdown capability.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Associated Circuits of Concern 

l.b. guestion: 

Provice a table that lists all associated circLits of concern located in 
the fire area.  

Response: 

Enclosure 1, 1OCFR50 Appendix R, Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 
provides the required information on associated circuits of concern for 
each fire area/zone; and details the methodology used to evaluate 
associated circuits due to common power supply and common enclosure.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

Associated Circuits of Concern 

1.c. Question: 

Show that fire-induced failures (hot shorts, open circuits or shorts to 
ground) of each of the cables listed in b will not prevent operation or 
cause maloperation of the alternative or dedicated shutdown method.  

Response: 

The 10CFR50 Appendix R, Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 
Enclosure 1, demonstrates that fire-induced failures of associated 
circuits of concern will not prevent operation or cause maloperation of 
the alternative or dedicated shutdown method.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENEPIC LETTER 81-12 RESPCNSE 

Associated Circuits of Concern 

1.d. Question: 

For each cable listed in b where new electrical isolation has been 
provided, provide detailed electrical schematic drawings that show how 
each cable is isolated from the tire area.  

Response: 

Enclosure 2 provides the design description for the electrical isolation 
of the dedicated shutdown system. No modifications are required to 
allow the use of the alternative shutdown systems.  
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SAN ONGFR NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT I 

GENERIC LETTER 61-12 RESPONSE 

Associated Circuits of Concern 

1.e. Question: 

Provide a location at the site or other offices where all the tables and 
drawings generated by this methodology approach for the associated 
circuits review may be audited to verify the information provided above.  

Pesponse: 

All tables and drawings generated by this approach for associated 
circuits review will be available at the Corporate Document Management 
(CDM) office at the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station for audit 
purposes.  
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SAN ONMFRE NUCLEAR GFNEPATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

High/Low Pressure Interface 

2. Question: 

The residual heat removal system is generally a low pressure system that 
interfaces with the high pressure primary coolant system. To preclude a 
LOCA through this interface, we require compliance with the 
recommendations of Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1. Thus, the 
interface most likely consists of two reaunoant ana inaEperoent motor 
operated valves. These two motor operated valves and their associated 
cables may be subject to a single fire hazard. It is our concern that 
this single fire could cause the two valves to open resulting in a fire 
initiated LOLA through the high/low pressure system interface. To 
assure that this interface and other high/low pressure interfaces are 
adequately protected from the effects of a single fire, we require the 
following information: 

a. Identify each high/low pressure interface that uses redundant 
electrically controlled devices (such as two series motor operated 
valves) to isolate or preclude rupture of any primary coolant 
boundary.  

Response: 

There ere five high/low pressure interfaces that use redundant 
electrically controlled devices to isolate or preclude a rupture of a 
primary coolant boundary: 

* The pressurizer relief lines use solenoid actuated power operated 
relief valves in series with a solenoid operated block valve.  

* The reactor head vent and pressurizer head vent lines use two 
solenoid actuated valves in series.  

The residual heat removal systen uses two motor operated valves in 
series on the inlet line.  

* The residual heat removal system uses two motor operated valves in 
series on the discharge line.  

The seal water return line uses two pneumatic/hydraulic actuated 
valves in series.  

. The letdown system uses two pneumatic/hydraulic actuated valves 
in series (in addition, credit is taken for the letdown orifices 
located upstream).  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

high/Low Pressure Interface 

2.b. Question: 

For each set of redundant valves identified in a., verify the redundant 
cabling (power and control) have adequate physical separation as 
required by Section III.G.2 of Appendix R.  

Response: 

Fnclosure 1, 10CFR5O Appendix R, Section III.G Compliance Evaluation, 
provides the analysis of the consequences of fire damage to the circuits 
required for the high/low pressure interface components.  
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SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION UNIT 1 

GENERIC LETTER 81-12 RESPONSE 

High/Low Pressure Interface 

2.c. Question: 

For each case where adequate separation is not provided, show that fire 
induced failures (hot short, open circuits or short to ground) of the 
cables will not cause maloperation and result in a LOCA.  

Response: 

Enclosurt 1, 10CFkbO Appendix k Section 1I.6 Conpliance Evaluation, 
provides the analysis of damage to circuits for high/low pressure 
interface components in each fire area/zone. Where aaequate separation 
is not provided, and a fire induced failure of high/low pressure 
interface circuits could cause maloperation of the component, operator 
action will be taken to preclude unacceptable plant transients.  
Spurious actuation of the valves, until operator action is taken, has 
been analyzed and determined to be acceptable. In certain cases, 
component circuit breakers will be locked in the open position to 
preclude the spurious operation of the high/low pressure interface 
valve(s).  
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